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Typographic Conventions

The fonts, layout, and typographic conventions of this book have been
carefully chosen to increase readability. Please take a moment to
familiarize yourself with them.

A Warning and Solution

A common problem with computer training and reference materials is
the confusion of the numbers "zero" and "one" with the letters "oh" and
"ell". To avoid this confusion, this book uses a fixed-width font that makes
each letter and number distinct.

Typefaces Used and Their Meanings

The following typeface conventions have been followed in this book:

fixed-width normal ⇒ Used to denote file names and directories. For
example, the /etc/passwd file or /etc/sysconfig/directory. Also
used for computer text, particularily command line output.

fixed-width italic ⇒ Indicates that a substitution is required. For
example, the string stationX is commonly used to indicate that the
student is expected to replace X with his or her own station number,
such as station3.

fixed-width bold ⇒ Used to set apart commands. For example, the
sed command. Also used to indicate input a user might type on the
command line. For example, ssh -X station3.

fixed-width bold italic ⇒ Used when a substitution is required
within a command or user input. For example, ssh -X stationX.

fixed-width underlined ⇒ Used to denote URLs. For example,
http://www.gurulabs.com/.

variable-width bold ⇒ Used within labs to indicate a required student
action that is not typed on the command line.

Occasional variations from these conventions occur to increase clarity.
This is most apparent in the labs where bold text is only used to indicate
commands the student must enter or actions the student must perform.

0 O
The number

"zero".
The letter

"oh".

1 l
The number

"one".
The letter

"ell".
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Typographic Conventions

Terms and Definitions

The following format is used to introduce and define a series of terms:

deprecate ⇒ To indicate that something is considered obsolete, with
the intent of future removal.

frob ⇒ To manipulate or adjust, typically for fun, as opposed to tweak.
grok ⇒ To understand. Connotes intimate and exhaustive knowledge.
hork ⇒ To break, generally beyond hope of repair.
hosed ⇒ A metaphor referring to a Cray that crashed after the

disconnection of coolant hoses. Upon correction, users were assured
the system was rehosed.

mung (or munge) ⇒ Mash Until No Good: to modify a file, often
irreversibly.

troll ⇒ To bait, or provoke, an argument, often targeted towards the
newbie. Also used to refer to a person that regularly trolls.

twiddle ⇒ To make small, often aimless, changes. Similar to frob.

When discussing a command, this same format is also used to show and
describe a list of common or important command options. For example,
the following ssh options:

-X ⇒ Enables X11 forwarding. In older versions of OpenSSH that do
not include -Y, this enables trusted X11 forwarding. In newer versions
of OpenSSH, this enables a more secure, limited type of forwarding.

-Y ⇒ Enables trusted X11 forwarding. Although less secure, trusted
forwarding may be required for compatibility with certain programs.

Representing Keyboard Keystrokes

When it is necessary to press a series of keys, the series of keystrokes
will be represented without a space between each key. For example, the
following means to press the "j" key three times: jjj

When it is necessary to press keys at the same time, the combination will
be represented with a plus between each key. For example, the following
means to press the "ctrl," "alt," and "backspace" keys at the same time:
Ó¿Ô¿×. Uppercase letters are treated the same: Ò¿A

Line Wrapping

Occasionally content that should be on a single line, such as command
line input or URLs, must be broken across multiple lines in order to fit
on the page. When this is the case, a special symbol is used to indicate
to the reader what has happened. When copying the content, the line
breaks should not be included. For example, the following hypothetical
PAM configuration should only take two actual lines:

password required /lib/security/pam_cracklib.so retry=3a
 type= minlen=12 dcredit=2 ucredit=2 lcredit=0 ocredit=2

password required /lib/security/pam_unix.so use_authtok

Representing File Edits

File edits are represented using a consistent layout similar to the unified
diff format. When a line should be added, it is shown in bold with a
plus sign to the left. When a line should be deleted, it is shown struck
out with a minus sign to the left. When a line should be modified, it
is shown twice. The old version of the line is shown struck out with a
minus sign to the left. The new version of the line is shown below the
old version, bold and with a plus sign to the left. Unmodified lines are
often included to provide context for the edit. For example, the following
describes modification of an existing line and addition of a new line to
the OpenSSH server configuration file:

File: /etc/ssh/sshd_config
 #LoginGraceTime 2m
- #PermitRootLogin yes
+ PermitRootLogin no
+ AllowUsers sjansen
 #StrictModes yes

Note that the standard file edit representation may not be used when it
is important that the edit be performed using a specific editor or method.
In these rare cases, the editor specific actions will be given instead.
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Lab Conventions

Lab Task Headers

Every lab task begins with three standard informational headers:
"Objectives," "Requirements," and "Relevance". Some tasks also include a
"Notices" section. Each section has a distinct purpose.

Objectives ⇒ An outline of what will be accomplished in the lab task.
Requirements ⇒ A list of requirements for the task. For example,

whether it must be performed in the graphical environment, or
whether multiple computers are needed for the lab task.

Relevance ⇒ A brief example of how concepts presented in the lab
task might be applied in the real world.

Notices ⇒ Special information or warnings needed to successfully
complete the lab task. For example, unusual prerequisites or common
sources of difficulty.

Command Prompts

Though different shells, and distributions, have different prompt
characters, examples will use a $ prompt for commands to be run as
a normal user (like guru or visitor), and commands with a # prompt
should be run as the root user. For example:

$ whoami
guru
$ su -
Password: password
# whoami
root

Occasionally the prompt will contain additional information. For example,
when portions of a lab task should be performed on two different stations
(always of the same distribution), the prompt will be expanded to:

stationX$ whoami
guru
stationX$ ssh root@stationY
root@stationY’s password: password
stationY# whoami
root

Variable Data Substitutions

In some lab tasks, students are required to replace portions of commands
with variable data. Variable substitution are represented using italic fonts.
For example, X and Y.

Substitutions are used most often in lab tasks requiring more than one
computer. For example, if a student on station4 were working with a
student on station2, the lab task would refer to stationX and stationY

stationX$ ssh root@stationY

and each would be responsible for interpreting the X and Y as 4 and 2.

station4$ ssh root@station2

Truncated Command Examples

Command output is occasionally omitted or truncated in examples. There
are two type of omissions: complete or partial.

Sometimes the existence of a command’s output, and not its content, is
all that matters. Other times, a command’s output is too variable to
reliably represent. In both cases, when a command should produce
output, but an example of that output is not provided, the following
format is used:

$ cat /etc/passwd
. . . output omitted . . .

In general, at least a partial output example is included after commands.
When example output has been trimmed to include only certain lines,
the following format is used:

$ cat /etc/passwd
root:x:0:0:root:/root:/bin/bash
. . . snip . . .
clints:x:500:500:Clint Savage:/home/clints:/bin/zsh
. . . snip . . .
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Lab Conventions

Distribution Specific Information

This courseware is designed to support multiple Linux distributions.
When there are differences between supported distributions, each
version is labeled with the appropriate base strings:

R ⇒ Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL)
S ⇒ SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES)
U ⇒ Ubuntu

The specific supported version is appended to the base distribution
strings, so for Red Hat Enterprise Linux version 6 the complete string
is: R6.

Certain lab tasks are designed to be completed on only a sub-set of
the supported Linux distributions. If the distribution you are using is not
shown in the list of supported distributions for the lab task, then you
should skip that task.

Certain lab steps are only to be performed on a sub-set of the supported
Linux distributions. In this case, the step will start with a standardized
string that indicates which distributions the step should be performed on.
When completing lab tasks, skip any steps that do not list your chosen
distribution. For example:

[R4] This step should only be performed on RHEL4.1)
Because of a bug in RHEL4's Japanese fonts...

Sometimes commands or command output is distribution specific. In
these cases, the matching distribution string will be shown to the left of
the command or output. For example:

$ grep -i linux /etc/*-release | cut -d: -f2
Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server release 6.0 (Santiago)[R6]

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 (i586)[S11]

Action Lists

Some lab steps consist of a list of conceptually related actions. A
description of each action and its effect is shown to the right or under
the action. Alternating actions are shaded to aid readability. For example,
the following action list describes one possible way to launch and use
xkill to kill a graphical application:

Ô¿Å Open the "Run Application" dialog.

xkillÕ Launch xkill. The cursor should change,
usually to a skull and crossbones.

Click on a window of the application to kill.
Indicate which process to kill by clicking on
it. All of the application’s windows should
disappear.

Callouts

Occasionally lab steps will feature a shaded line that extends to a note
in the right margin. This note, referred to as a "callout," is used to provide
additional commentary. This commentary is never necessary to complete
the lab succesfully and could in theory be ignored. However, callouts
do provide valuable information such as insight into why a particular
command or option is being used, the meaning of less obvious command
output, and tips or tricks such as alternate ways of accomplishing the task
at hand.

On SLES10, the sux command
copies the MIT-MAGIC-COOKIE-1
so that graphical applications
can be run after switching
to another user account. The
SLES10 su command did not
do this.

$ sux -[S10]

Password: password
# xclock
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The Troubleshooting Mindset

The Art and Science
Knowledge is Key
Understand Inter-dependencies
Stay Informed
Plan For Problems
Practice Solving Problems

The Art and Science

Effective troubleshooting is a skill that takes time and effort to
develop. It must be approached as both an art and a science. It is
possible to teach general methodologies, but there is no replacement
for the instinct that only experience can instill. Because of this
interplay between training and experience, each person will approach
troubleshooting differently. An effective troubleshooter will recognize
and develop both approaches to problem solving.

Knowledge is Key

Although troubleshooting skills can be transferred from one subject
to another, knowledge of relevant material is key to solving any
problem. If a person lacks necessary information, troubleshooting will
take longer because it must be collected. Solving problems without
knowledge of a system and its components is almost impossible.

Understand Inter-dependencies

No system can be understood fully without seeing it as both a single
object and as a group of interconnected objects. Troubleshooting
often involves many components and the actual cause of a problem
may be obscured by these components.

Similarly, all tools should be seen as building blocks. Because there
are so many possible problems, good tools are designed so that they
can be combined. An effective troubleshooter will know what tools
are available and be able to combine them to solve new problems.

Stay Informed

New technologies are regularly introduced while old technologies are
constantly refined. An effective troubleshooter can not afford to rely
on static knowledge of a system. New security issues may be
discovered; solutions that worked in the past may no longer work in
the future. Seeing changes coming instead of discovering them when
something breaks makes change exciting instead of scary.

Plan for Problems

The best way to address problems is to prevent them. None the less,
bad things happen. When things are going well, this is the time to
create an infrastructure capable of responding to inevitable problems.
This could mean, for example, having sufficient backup hardware
on-site and pre-configured.

Practice Solving Problems

Certain types of failures and responses can be easily predicted. Wise
troubleshooters will make time to practice such scenarios regularly.
Doing so will keep knowledge fresh and expose possible issues in a
less stressful environment. An obvious example is backups. Many
organizations perform at least occasional backup of critical data.
Backups are only a partial solution, however. It is just as important, if
not more so, to regularly practice data recovery.
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Evaluating Possible Solutions

Not All Solutions Are Equal
Don't Guess
Reduce the Number of Possibilities
Try Simple Solutions Before Complex
Consider Unlikely Scenarios
Address Causes Not Symptoms

Not All Solutions Are Equal

Often, a problem will have more than one solution. Even under time
critical conditions, try to consider all possible approaches. The ideal
solution is both permanent and easy to implement. Some solutions
include the danger of new problems in the future and should
therefore be avoided. However, when speed of response is the
highest priority, implementing a possibly dangerous temporary fix
may be the most appropriate response. In such cases be sure to
include specific plans to return and implement a long-term fix in the
near future.

Don't Guess

Troubleshooting can be a very frustrating experience. It is easy to get
discouraged and stop approaching the problem effectively. At a
certain point, it becomes tempting to make decisions using a magic
eight ball instead of logic and experience. Doing so can cause new
problems to be introduced. Take time to stop and think about the
probable result of an approach and the reason for trying it.

Reduce the Number of Possibilities

For every problem, there could be multiple potential causes. The
faster these causes can be eliminated the sooner the problem will be
resolved. Try things that will eliminate the largest number of
possibilities first.

Try Simple Solutions Before Complex Ones

It is often tempting to assume complex causes when a problem
arises. The truth is that most problems have simple solutions. "When
you hear hooves: think horses not zebras." Don't waste time on slow
and complex solutions until fast simple ones have already been tried.

Consider Unlikely Scenarios

Although it is important to consider the most simple and likely
scenarios first, don't ignore other possibilities. A program's strange
behavior may not be the result of bugs in the software but hardware
failure instead. System misconfiguration is more likely than a security
breach, but the later is a real possibility. A little paranoia can be good
when troubleshooting, but stay realistic.

Address Causes Not Symptoms

A single problem can have multiple effects on a system. It is easy to
focus on resolving the symptoms of the problem instead of the base
problem itself. For example, cleaning a filled filesystem without trying
to find out why the filesystem was filled will probably just result in a
filled filesystem again in the future. If the true source of a problem is
not resolved now, it is likely to return again; usually at an even worse
time.
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Identifying and Implementing Change

First Understand the Problem
Identify System Changes
Avoid Irreversible Changes
Verify Before Committing

First Understand the Problem

Do not try to resolve a problem without understanding what is really
happening. First, check any log files and observe the system. Blindly
modifying a system can make the problem more complex and/or
introduce additional, possibly unrelated problems. The more the
system is changed while troubleshooting, the more likely it is that any
solution will address only a symptom instead of the base issue.

Identify System Changes

When a problem occurs, it is common to hear the claim that "nothing
was changed, the problem just appeared". While this is possible, it is
highly unlikely. The majority of problems occur as unexpected
consequences of changes. For example, a sudden change could be
the result of another administrator's actions, an recently updated
software package, or a system resource being gradually consumed.
All troubleshooting should start with the question: "How has the
system changed?" A simpler question might be: "When did the
system last behave as expected?" The easier it is to answer these
questions, the easier it will be to resolve a problem. Even a simple,
administrator maintained changelog in root's home directory can
significantly speed troubleshooting.

Avoid Irreversible Changes

If an attempted solution doesn't solve the problem, or makes it
worse, you want to be able to roll back the system. Include a
comment and copy of the original content above any change to a
configuration file. This helps to identify which changes have already
been made to the system and why. Move, copy or rename files
instead of deleting them. Have recent backups for those times when
you make a mistake and need to restore a file or files. It can be
tempting to blindly type commands hoping to resolve the problem
quickly, don't! Stop and think about each action while
troubleshooting.

Verify Before Committing

Whenever possible, verify changes before committing them. Some
services include syntax checkers that can be run before the service is
restarted or reloaded with the new configuration. Examples include
Samba's testparm; BIND's named-checkconf and named-checkzone;
and Apache's apachectl configtest. Stepping back to re-read
configuration files, re-check permissions, etc. will occasionally reveal
a forgotten detail. Taking the time to do a complete check up front
can save much time in the future.
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Define and Follow Policies

Basic Policy Issues
• How problems are reported.
• Who approves changes.
• Who can change what.
• How changes are coordinated.
• When changes can be made.
• How changes are recorded.

Document! Document! Document!
Keep Policies Reasonable

Define and Follow Policies

It is impossible to list all types of troubleshooting policies, but in
general they should make clear how to approach problems and
decide whether a possible solution is appropriate or not. Many
policies may feel like useless overhead, but well defined policies
make troubleshooting faster and less stressful. Treating every
problem as a unique fire leaves only time to fight fires.

Some policies may be designed to ensure that new problems aren't
created. Others may be designed to maintain integrity of core
business infrastructure. For example, it may be discovered that a
firewall rule is interfering with a service, before punching a hole in the
firewall more secure options or elimination of the service should be
explored. Likewise, it may be appropriate for a lone administrator to
change a corporate website without approval, but it probably isn't
appropriate for any employee at a university to be able to change
academic data without proper auditing.

A complete set of policies should include at least:

y How problems are reported
yWho approves changes
yWho can change what
y How changes are coordinated
yWhen changes can be made
y How changes are recorded

Document! Document! Document!

One policy aspect that deserves special consideration is the creation
of change documentation. When a system is modified in any way, the
change should be recorded. Change documentation should be easily
available to anyone that might later need the information. Not only
may this information be needed by other administrators, after time
has passed, it may be needed by the person who made the change.
In addition, keeping notes while debugging complex problems can
prevent wasted time. After several hours of troubleshooting, it can be
hard to remember everything that has been tried and discovered.

Keep Policies Reasonable

Only implement policies that are likely to be followed. Most people
consider achieving results more important than following policy. If
organizational policy demands good documentation, make producing
and using documentation as easy as possible. Focus on the
usefulness and correctness of submitted documentation, not its
spelling or layout. When a policy can not be made reasonably
painless, education is the only option. If a person does not
understand the reasoning behind and benefits of a particular policy,
that person is more likely to cynically ignore all organizational policy.
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Working with Others

Recognize Personal Limits
Recognize Differences in Background
Provide Context
Embrace Ownership

Recognize Personal Limits

Some times it can be hard to recognize when another person should
be involved in the troubleshooting process. This could mean asking a
question, asking for help with a part of the problem, or even handing
off the entire problem to someone new. It is important to understand
your own capabilities and limits. Likewise, it is helpful to know what
skills others have.

Lack of experience is not the only type of personal limitation that
must be recognized, physical limitations are also very real. Lack of
sleep, illness, even hunger can result in poor performance while
troubleshooting. When other options are available, don't risk making
the problem worse.

Recognize Differences in Background

Subtle differences in background and objectives can complicate
communication. System administrators, database administrators, and
developers (just to name a few) each have unique cultures that often
use the same terminology with slightly different meanings. Be
sensitive to such cultural differences. Sometimes troubleshooting a
problem actually means discovering a breakdown in communication
resulting from mutual misunderstanding.

Provide Context

When asking for help, include sufficient context for the other person
to understand your needs. Instead of asking: "Where can I find the
main circuit breaker for the server room?", a better question would
be: "I need to verify that the backup generators are working. How
should I do that?" Don't say: "Move your application to the backup
server." Instead, say: "We're running out of disk space on the primary
server. I need your help to free up system resources." When another
person forgets to include sufficient context, it is often helpful to ask
"What's your real question?" or "What problem are you trying to solve."

Embrace Ownership

Although it's desirable for all members of a team to have, at least, a
minimal level of competency, don't fight the tendency of people to
become experts on specific things over time. It's unavoidable that
certain people will become more proficient with specific aspects of
organizational infrastructure. Recognize other people's "ownership"
and consult with them whenever possible.
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Finding Documentation

System Installed Documentation
• /usr/share/doc/ (RHEL7)
• /usr/share/doc/packages/ (SLES12)
• man
• info

Changelogs
Source Code

System Documentation

Most people do not realize how much information is available on a
Linux system itself. This information includes man pages, info pages,
the contents of documentation directories and documentation
systems designed for specific programs or environments. Knowing
where to find useful information is a critical part of troubleshooting.

Man pages are commonly under-appreciated. Not only do they serve
as quick reminders for command options, but some programs make
their complete documentation available as man pages. They can also
be useful for programmers. Most core system libraries, and even
some other libraries like OpenSSL, include documentation of each
available function as a man page. Similarly, perl has extensive and
useful documentation available as man pages.

While some man pages include simple examples, info pages are
more likely to contain more extensive and useful examples. Info
pages are also more likely to include useful tutorials. Info pages can
be viewed with the info command. Another useful application is the
pinfo command, which allows viewing of info pages and supports
features like highlighting, hyperlinks and the use of a mouse.

Complex programs often include complete documentation systems.
Some graphical programs include documentation under the Help
menu item. GNOME and KDE both provide frameworks that can be
used to search and explore most forms of installed documentation
including man and info pages. Programming languages often also
include custom solutions such as Perl's perldoc and Python's pydoc.

Most packages include additional documentation and is usually
stored in a documentation directory. This directory can include
changelogs, sample configuration files, or all of the documentation
available on a project's web site.

[R7] The following applies to RHEL7 only:

On RHEL7 the directory is /usr/share/doc/. Inside that directory are
versioned sub-directories for each RPM package.

[S12] The following applies to SLES12 only:

On SLES12 the directory is /usr/share/doc/packages. Inside that
directory are un-versioned sub-directories for each RPM package
installed.

Changelogs

Most programs include a list of changes made each time a new
version is released. This is called a changelog. Sometimes its
included in the documentation directory. Other times it can be found
on the project's Web site. Unlike most proprietary software, open
source software is generally very good about including specific
details. Knowing what has changed, what bugs have been fixed, and
what features have been added can be extremely useful when
troubleshooting a specific program.
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Source Code

When all else fails, the definitive source of software documentation is
the source code itself. For a person with the necessary skills, the
availability of source code is an empowering difference between
open and closed software. For example, given a specific error
message, it is possible to identify where in the code the message
occurs and discover what conditions could trigger it. Even if you're
not a programmer, it can be useful to look at the source code and try
to understand what is happening.
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Finding Help Online

Communities and Contributing
Don't Get Side-tracked
Mailing Lists and Forums
• Email
• Usenet
• Web Forums
• Netiquette

Online Bug Trackers
IRC
• Freenode

User Groups
Search Engines

Communities and Contributing

One of the greatest strengths of open source software is the
communities built around it. Almost every significant program has a
group of developers and users that work together to help each other.
In fact, the line between developers and users often blurs as users
contribute bug reports, fixes, documentation, and technical support.
Knowing how to find, use, and contribute to these communities is an
important part of using open source software, and finding help.

However, it is easy to continuously take from the community without
giving anything in return. Take some time to help others in the
community. This will provide opportunities to learn while facing and
helping to solve realistic problems. This experience may be invaluable
when dealing with future problems. More importantly, you will be
giving back to the community.

Don't Get Side-tracked

Exploring complex problems will invariably reveal new information. It
is tempting to get side-tracked while researching information related
to a problem. It may seem obvious, but focusing on the problem
itself is important to troubleshooting. Yes, having knowledge on a
wide range of subjects is a characteristic of a good troubleshooter,
but resist the urge to explore new terrain instead of solving the
problem at hand.

Mailing Lists

Most open source projects have Web sites, and some have Web

forums and Usenet groups. However, the most important form of
communication in the open source world are email lists. Many
projects have multiple mailing lists, some focused on development
and testing, others on providing user support. Some lists can
generate a lot of traffic; subscribers may receive literally hundreds of
messages per day. Using filters to organize mail is highly
recommended.

Before actively participating in an online community, it is a good idea
to lurk in the background and learn cultural norms. Certain rules of
online etiquette, known as netiquette, are common to almost all
communities. Two good resources for learning proper netiquette are:

y Eric S. Raymond's "How to Ask Questions the Smart Way"
[http://www.catb.org/~esr/faqs/smart-questions.html]
y The subtly humorous RFC 1855 [http://rfc.net/rfc1855.html]

Online Bug Trackers

Online bug trackers are becoming increasingly common and can be
very useful when troubleshooting or reporting problems. Online bug
trackers make it possible to communicate an issue directly to the
developers and to monitor the problem for a resolution. Until a fix is
provided, work-arounds may also be documented in the bug tracker.
Instead of wasting time re-discovering a bug someone else has
already found, it may already be listed in the bug tracker with a
solution to the problem. Online bug trackers should be one of the
first places to look online when troubleshooting.
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IRC

IRC is one of the most common forms of online collaboration for
programing communites. It provides live interaction with developers
and users. If you have a program that you use often, you should find
whether there is an IRC community dedicated to that program, and
participate. This is a great way to make yourself visible to the
community, and in doing so developers and users will be more
inclined to help when you have a pressing need. Keep in mind that
many IRC users are not always in front of their computer when you
ask a question. Be patient when waiting for a response, or in
understanding the response you get. It is also helpful to identify the
difference between new users, and active members and developers.
Finally, IRC is not entirely standardized, so different services may
have different protocols and norms that need to be observed. In the
open source world, the most common IRC service is freenode.net.

User Groups

Besides the communities built around specific projects, there are also
communities based on geographic location. The most common of
these are Linux User Groups. Local groups can also be found that
focus on programming languages, such as Perl and Java, or software,
such as Oracle. User groups generally have local meetings with some
type of training, mailing lists for wide-ranging discussion, and social
activities of some type. They can be a great way to meet people who
share the same interests and will be able to help with problems in
the future.

A list of most Linux user groups world wide can be found at
http://www.linux.org/groups/index.html and additional groups
can sometimes be found by searching online.

Search Engines

Most everyone is aware that online search engines can be invaluable
when troubleshooting. Tips for more effective searching include:

y Search for exact error message. For example, "Unable to load
default keyring: error=74" is much better than 'linux kernel
module error'.
y Use double quotes when searching for specific strings.

Otherwise, the search engine will focus on each word
separately.
y A minus sign can often be added in front of a word to request

that a specific word not be present. For example, one possible
search might be 'best linux text editor -emacs'.

y Google includes the ability to request that only a specific site be
searched. For example, 'troubleshooting class
site:gurulabs.com'.
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Common Troubleshooting Tools

RPM packages
• rpm -q, rpm -V

Hardware detection and configuration
• lspci, lsusb, dmidecode, biosdecode, {h,s}dparm

Interaction with system
• strace, ltrace
• fuser, lsof
• ipcs, ipcrm
• vmstat, iostat, sar

Networking
• ifconfig, ip, arp, route, host, dig, getent, ss, rpcinfo, nc,
tcpdump, wireshark

Common Tools

Good troubleshooting involves gathering information about a
problem, and the system state. A common set of tools used to
collect information, and their application to the troubleshooting
process, is described in more detail in the pages that follow.

Command(s) Description

rpm Examine/change the software installed on a
system. Powerful query functions can verify
packages and identify problems.

lspci, lsusb,
lsscsi

Print kernel detected hardware details (e.g. PCI
bus, USB).

{dmi,bios}decode Print low level hardware details from the BIOS.

hdparm Get and set EIDE/SATA/PATA/SAS/SAT kernel
parameters

strace, ltrace Examine program interaction with system and
library calls.

fuser, lsof Examine files and connections opened by a
process.

ipcs, ipcrm List and remove shared resources (shared
memory segments, semaphores, message
queues).

Command(s) Description

vmstat, iostat, sar Examine the state of system resources
and sub-systems (e.g. CPU, memory, disk)

ip, ifconfig, route, arp Examine or change the configuration of
network interfaces, ARP mappings, and
network routes.

host, dig Perform name resolution without using
the system resolver.

getent Perform a name service database lookup
(e.g. NIS)

rpcinfo Connect to an RPC server and list
information about the registered RPC
services.

ss/netstat Examine a wide variety of network related
statistics, including the state of current
network connections.

tcpdump,
tshark/wireshark

Capture and analyze network traffic.

nc Connect to, or listen on, a TCP or UDP
port: useful for testing network services.
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RPM Queries
rpm -q or rpmquery
• -i – basic information
• -l – list of files

RPM Queries

The rpm command provides a number of options that can be useful
when troubleshooting a system. These examples illustrate a few
invocations that can be useful for troubleshooting.

Display information and the file list of an installed package:

# rpm -qil package_name
. . . output omitted . . . 

Display the changelog from a package file:

# rpm -qp --changelog package_name-version.arch.rpm
. . . output omitted . . . 

Display the scripts triggered when an installed package was installed
or if it were removed:

# rpm -q --scripts package_name
. . . output omitted . . . 

Note that the information (and format) output by a query is highly
flexible. For a list of variables that can be used when specifying the
query output format, run:

# rpm -q --querytags
. . . output omitted . . . 

Display the number of installed packages for each vendor:

# rpm -qa --queryformat '%{VENDOR}\n' | sort | uniq -c
    2 Dag Apt Repository, http://dag.wieers.com/apt/
   11 Guru Labs
 1618 Red Hat, Inc.
  631 SUSE LINUX Products GmbH, Nuernberg, Germany

Recently installed packages are suspect when something breaks.
Display the names of the last three packages installed, along with
their install date and time:

# rpm -qa --last | head -n 3
ypserv-2.32.1-2.5.x86_64                Tue Apr  7 14:50:49 2015
apache2-prefork-2.4.10-6.1.x86_64       Tue Apr  7 13:44:11 2015
mailman-2.1.17-1.18.x86_64              Tue Apr  7 13:44:10 2015

Display the names and sizes of all packages larger than 50MB:

# rpm -qa --queryformat '%{SIZE}\ %{NAME}\n' |a
awk '($1 > 52428800) {print}'

149170791 MozillaFirefox-translations
72031951 kernel-firmware
60205855 Mesa
83034266 MozillaFirefox
140374881 kernel-default
66042865 ghostscript
119762706 glibc-locale
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RPM Verification

rpm -V or rpmverify
rpm --checksig or rpm -K

RPM Verification

When an RPM package is installed, the meta-data contained in the
package header is stored in the RPM database. This meta-data
includes things such as the location, size, owner, permissions and
MD5 hash for the file.

The rpm command can be used to compare one or more package's
existing files on the system with the package's original files at
package install time. This is a quick way to discover any changes to
files provided by packages. For example, consider the following
output where files from the uucp package have been damaged:

# rpm -V uucp
.......T c /etc/uucp/call
missing  c /etc/uucp/dial
..5....T c /etc/uucp/dialcode
.M...... c /etc/uucp/passwd
.....UG. c /etc/uucp/port
S.5....T c /etc/uucp/sys

In this example, six files under the /etc/uucp/ directory, which are
provided by the uucp package, have been modified since installation.
The modification time of call has changed, dial is missing from the
system, the MD5 sum, and modification time, of dialcode have
changed, the mode (permissions) of passwd has been modified, port
now belongs to a different user and group, and sys has changed in
size, MD5 sum, and modification time.

Things to consider when verifying packages:

y Changes to files do not necessarily represent corruption or
problems. Consider the case of configuration files that are
expected to change.
y Files provided by packages can be tagged as "no-verify". These

files will not report changes when the package is verified.
y Some files are not provided by (owned by) any package and

therefore changes to the files will never be detected by the rpm
verify feature.

RPM Package Digital Signature Verification

RPMs can be digitally signed using GPG (or PGP). Signed packages
offer two important advantages to end users who download them:

y They authenticate the package, assuring the user that the pack-
age comes from the vendor it is supposed to come from.
y They guarantee the package's integrity, assuring the user that

the package has not been modified since the packager signed it
(though RPMs also provide this guarantee using other
mechanisms).

Both of these features are important on today's Trojan Horse-riddled
Internet. Once the public key is imported, the signature of packages
can be verified as shown in this example:

$ rpm -K package-1.0-1.x86_64.rpm
package-1.0-1.x86_64.rpm: rsa sha1 (md5) pgp md5 OK

If the package verifies, then the user knows the signature of it is that
of a vendor they trust.
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SRPM and spec Files

Source packages
• rebuild to produce new binary rpm
• install to access source code, patches, spec file, etc.

Spec file
• defines meta-info about the package
• describes how to compile package
• describes what files to install
• contains scripts to execute before and after installation and

uninstallation

Source Packages (SRPMs or .src.rpm)

In addition to binary packages, the rpm command can also be used to
work with source RPM packages (package files ending with
.src.rpm). Source packages can be used to build binary RPMs and
contain several different files such as:

yOriginal source code for the application
y Patches required to modify that source code
y Needed auxiliary files for that application (e.g. systemd unit file)
y A script specifying how to configure and compile the source

code; this script is typically named package.spec

One design principle behind RPM is that packages should always be
compiled from the original source code for that application. This
criterion is important in the Linux community, where individual
applications are developed by a large, loosely organized collection of
organizations all over the Internet, and then collated into a cohesive
operating system by distribution vendors.

Distribution vendors often need to modify the original source code to
better integrate it into the distribution and to patch bugs. Similarly,
end users often need to recompile (and occasionally need to patch)
applications shipped by their distribution vendor to better suit their
local environment.

Preparing RPMs from original source code and applying separate
patches helps ensure long-term ease of maintenance. It also allows
end-users to easily determine exactly how a package has been
modified.

Spec Files

Spec files are included in each source package and describe the build
process. Examining the .spec file can yield insights into how a
package was patched, configured, and built. These details can prove
valuable when troubleshooting the service.

Spec files are written in a syntax which interleaves a macro
programming language with shell commands and with descriptive
text. In the spec file, the number sign # is used to denote comments,
just as in many other Unix configuration files.

The spec file consists of several closely related sections (or stanzas):
Header, Prep, Build, Install, Files, Scripts and Changelog.

Together, these sections define the source files and patches which
make up the application, provide detailed information about the
source and use of the application, instruct RPM how to compile the
application, define the files which RPM needs to install when
installing the application, as well as how to install those files. The
spec file can also contain optional scripts which are executed before
and after installation and/or uninstallation of the application.
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Hardware Discovery Tools

Manual discovery of hardware
• dmesg
• /var/log/dmesg
• /var/log/boot.msg
• /proc/ and /sys/
• udevadm
• lspci, lscpu, lsscsi, lsusb
• dmidecode, biosdecode
• sensors, sensors-detect

Detecting New Hardware Manually

As the Linux kernel loads, it scans for hardware and then loads
drivers to initialize and support the detected hardware. Examining
kernel boot messages is a good way to see what hardware has been
detected. You can view the current kernel messages at any time with
the dmesg command. A copy of the kernel messages is made near
the end of the boot sequence and stored so it can be examined long
after the in memory messages have been overwritten.

[R7] The following applies to RHEL7 only:

Boot time kernel messages are kept in /var/log/dmesg.

[S12] The following applies to SLES12 only:

Boot time kernel messages are kept in /var/log/boot.msg.

The /proc/ Virtual Filesystem

The running kernel exports details about detected hardware in the
/proc/ and /sys/ filesystems. You can use the cat command to
display the contents of the files in these filesystems. Files and
directories in /proc/ pertaining to hardware that may be useful
include: cpuinfo, dma, interrupts, iomem, meminfo, bus, bus/usb/,
ide/sdX/*.

In many cases, utilities exist that can extract information from files in
/proc/ and display it in a more human readable fashion. For example,
instead of trying to read the raw data shown in the /proc/bus/pci/
and /proc/bus/usb/ directories, you can use the lspci and lsusb

commands.

UDEV Hardware Database

The udev daemon maintains an internal database of the hardware it is
aware of. The udevadm command can be used to query the database
by device paths or names and return all the properties associated
with the device. The entire database can also be exported as follows:

# udevadm info --export-db

Interpreting BIOS DMI Data

Information stored in CMOS often contains low-level details about
system hardware. Dump the BIOS data in human readable format
with the dmidecode, or biosdecode, commands:

# dmidecode | sed -n '/Memory Device/,//p' |a
egrep 'ˆ[[:space:]]*S(ize|peed|erial)'

  Size: 2048 MB
  Speed: 667 MHz (1.5 ns)
  Serial Number: ED1E3C43

The dmidecode command can also be used to determine the current
BIOS version:

# dmidecode -s bios-version
7IET26WW (1.07)
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Configuring New Hardware with hwinfo

SUSE automatic detection: hwinfo
Runs at boot time and detects hardware changes
Automatically reconfigures system on addition or removal of

hardware
• Uses detection routines found in the /usr/lib64/libhd.so.*

libraries
• Records detected hardware in /var/lib/hardware/

Detecting and Configuring New Hardware with hwinfo

To make Linux administration easier, SLES12 provides hwinfo, a
program which identifies and configures new hardware attached to
the system.

hwinfo utilizes the /var/lib/hardware/unique-keys/ directory,
where it creates and updates ASCII text files as additional hardware is
added to the system.

Invoking hwinfo Manually

hwinfo can be run at any time (for example to detect and configure
hot-plugged devices). By default, it will scan for nearly every type of
device that it is capable of detecting. Options can be passed to limit
the scan to a specific subset of devices. The following examples
show using hwinfo to list a few details for a few specific types of
hardware:

# hwinfo --cpu --short
cpu:
       Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU    5150  @ 2.66GHz, 2660 MHz
       Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU    5150  @ 2.66GHz, 2660 MHz
# hwinfo --cpu
01: None 00.0: 10103 CPU
  [Created at cpu.290]
  Unique ID: rdCR.j8NaKXDZtZ6
  Hardware Class: cpu
  Arch: X86-64
  Vendor: "GenuineIntel"

  Model: 6.15.6 "Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU    5150  @ 2.66GHz"
  . . . snip . . .
# hwinfo --usb --short
hub:
      Linux 2.6.16.21-0.25-smp uhci_hcd UHCI Host Controller
      Linux 2.6.16.21-0.25-smp uhci_hcd UHCI Host Controller
      Linux 2.6.16.21-0.25-smp uhci_hcd UHCI Host Controller
      Linux 2.6.16.21-0.25-smp ehci_hcd EHCI Host Controller
      Cypress Hub
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strace and ltrace
strace
• traces systems calls and signals
• -p pid_num – attach to a running process
• -o file_name – output to file
• -e trace=expr – specify a filter for what is displayed
• -f – follow (and trace) forked child processes
• -c – show counts

ltrace
• very similar to strace in functionality and options but shows

dynamic library calls made by the process
• -S – show system calls
• -n x – indent output for nested calls

The strace Command

The strace command can be used to intercept and record the
system calls made, and the signals received by a process. This allows
examination of the boundary layer between the user and kernel space
which can be very useful for identifying why a process is failing.
Using strace to analyze how a program interacts with the system is
especially useful when the source code is not readily available. In
addition to its importance in troubleshooting, strace can provide
deep insight into how the system operates.

Any user may trace their own running processess; additionally, the
root user may trace any running processess. For example, the
following could be used to attach to and trace the running slapd
daemon:

# strace -p $(pgrep slapd)
. . . output omitted . . . 

strace Output

Output from strace will correspond to either a system call or signal.
Output from a system call is comprised of three components: The
system call, any arguments surrounded by paranthesis, and the result
of the call following an equal sign. An exit status of -1 usually
indicates an error. For example:

$ strace ls enterprise
execve("/bin/ls", ["ls", "enterprise"], [/* 38 vars */]) = 0
brk(0)                              = 0x8aa2000

access("/etc/ld.so.preload", R_OK)  = -1 ENOENT (No such a
file or directory)

open("/etc/ld.so.cache", O_RDONLY)  = 3
. . . snip . . .

Curly braces are used to indicate dereferenced C structures. Square
braces are used to indicate simple pointers or an array of values.

Since strace often creates a large amount of output, it's often
convenient to redirect it to a file. For example, the following could be
used to launch the Z shell, trace any forked child processes, and
record all file access to the files.trace file:

# strace -f -o files.trace -e trace=file zsh
. . . output omitted . . . 

Run the ls command counting the number of times each system call
was made and print totals showing the number and time spent in
each call (useful for basic profiling or bottleneck isolation):

# strace -c ls
. . . output omitted . . . 

The following example shows the three config files that OpenSSH's
sshd reads as it starts. Note that strace sends its output to STDERR
by default, so if you want to pipe it to other commands like grep for
further altering you must redirect the output appropriately:

# strace -f -eopen /usr/sbin/sshd 2>&1 | grep ssh
. . . output omitted . . . 
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[R7] The following applies to RHEL7 only:

Trace only the network related system calls as Netcat attempts to
connect to a local in.telnetd service:

# strace -e trace=network nc localhost 23
. . . output omitted . . . 

[S12] The following applies to SLES12 only:

Trace just the network related system calls as Netcat attempts to
connect to a local telnetd service:

# strace -e trace=network netcat localhost 23
. . . output omitted . . . 

The ltrace Command

The ltrace command can be used to intercept and record the
dynamic calls made to shared libraries. The amount of output
generated by the ltrace command can be overwhelming for some
commands (especially if the -S option is used to also show system
calls). You can focus the output to just the interaction between the
program and some list of libraries. For example, to execute the id -Z
command and show the calls made to the libselinux.so module,
execute:

$ ltrace -l /lib/libselinux.so.1 id -Z
is_selinux_enabled(0xc1c7a0, 0x9f291e8, 0xc1affc, 0, -1)a

=1
getcon(0x804c2c8, 0xfee80ff4, 0x804b179, 0x804c020, 0)a

=0
user_u:system_r:unconfined_t

Remember that you can see what libraries a program is linked against
using the ldd command.
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lsof and fuser

lsof – list files opened by processes
• -a – AND multiple selection criteria together
• -c – regex match against command name
• -d – exclude/include file descriptors from/in output
• +d – list all open files in a given directory
• +D – same as above but recurses to sub-directories
• -i – list open network connections
• -N – list open NFS files
• -U – list open Unix sockets

fuser – list process IDs that have specified files open
• -m – list processes with file open on the given filesystem
• -k – send signal (KILL by default) to processes

The lsof Command

The lsof command lists all the files opened by processes on the
system. An open file can be of any of the following types: a regular
file, a directory, a block special file, a character special file, an
executing text reference, a library, a stream or a network file (Internet
socket, NFS file, or Unix domain socket.) The lsof command has
numerous options that allow you to selectively display only the type
of files you want, and to format the display (making the output easily
parsable by other programs). These example invocations show some
of the features of the lsof command:

List all open files for processes that have a command name matching
the regular expression /slap/ (this matches slapd):

# lsof -c /slap/
slapd 14904 ldap rtd DIR 8,5    4096       2 /
slapd 14904 ldap cwd DIR 8,5    4096  251905 /root
slapd 14904 ldap txt REG 8,3 1934948 1155874 /usr/sbin/slapd

More lsof examples

In each of the remaining examples of lsof usage, the output has
been omitted.

List files owned by processes matching the regex /moz/ and (-a) are
also Unix sockets:

# lsof -c /moz/ -a -U

List UDP network services listening on loopback:

# lsof -iUDP@127.0.0.1

List the ssh connections to or from station3:

# lsof -a -iTCP@station3 -c /ssh/

If you have updated your systems with the latest OpenSSL update,
test which running processes still make use of the older library:

# lsof -d DEL | grep libssl.so.1.0.1e
             22288: untitled (1.1k)

List all files opened in the /var/ directory:

# lsof +d /var/

List files owned by the cron process in /var/ or any of its
sub-directories:

# lsof +D /var/ -a -c /cron/

The fuser Command

The fuser command has some overlap with lsof in its functionality
and is used to list the process IDs of processes accessing the
specified file or filesystem.

To list all processes accessing some file in the /var/ filesystem:

# fuser -m /var/
/var/:  1632  1857rc  1935c  2153  2188  2361c  2369c  2385c
. . . snip . . .
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The fuser command can also be used to send signals to the
processes accessing files. For example, to send a HUP signal to each
process that has open files in /var/log/:

# fuser -HUP -k /var/log/*
. . . output omitted . . . 
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ipcs and ipcrm

ipcs – list information about active IPC facilities
• -u – list current IPC usage
• -l – list system IPC limits
• -t – list time information (when created, last used, etc.)

ipcrm – delete (release) an IPC facility

The ipcs Command

The ipcs command lists information about active inter-process
communication (IPC) facilities; specifically: message queues, shared
memory segments and semaphore sets. This is useful when
troubleshooting because some processes will fail to start (often
without explanation) if they require one of these IPC mechanisms and
can not allocate it.

One possible reason a process might fail when attempting to obtain
one of these IPC facilities is simple resource consumption. A limited
number of each exists. Current usage and limits can be shown with
the -u and -l options, as shown here:

# ipcs -u
------ Shared Memory Status --------
segments allocated 1
pages allocated 96
pages resident 96
. . . snip . . .
# ipcs -l
. . . snip . . .
------ Semaphore Limits --------
max number of arrays = 128
max semaphores per array = 250
max semaphores system wide = 32000
. . . snip . . .

Since these IPC structures are, of necessity, shared resources, it is

not always possible for a terminating application to free (release) the
structure. This can lead to a build up of open but unused structures
that can result in resource exhaustion or collisions when the
application tries to start later. Safely releasing these resources
generally requires an excellent understanding of the programs in
question.

One good way to identify abandoned resources is to use the -t
option to list the times associated with each IPC resource:

# ipcs -t
. . . snip . . .
------ Shared Memory Operation/Change Times --------
shmid    owner  last-op            last-changed
1114144 apache  Not set            Fri Oct 8 19:59:00 2007
1146913 apache  Sat Oct 9 14:07:44 Fri Oct 8 19:59:02 2007
. . . snip . . .

Once you have identified a resource that must be freed, you can use
the ipcrm command to release the resource:

# ipcrm -s 5996557
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iostat, mpstat, and vmstat

iostat – report statistics for I/O and CPU
• -x /dev/disk – list detailed disk statistics

mpstat – more detailed CPU statistics for SMP systems
vmstat – report statistics for memory, I/O, and CPU
• -s – list event counters and memory statistics
• -d – list per/disk read/write statistics

The iostat Command

Several commands are available to examine input and output
statistics on Linux systems. Some basic I/O information is provided
by vmstat, but iostat is the primary command and can show more
detailed information. This following example shows summary
information regarding device utilization:

# iostat -d
Device: tps Blk_read/s Blk_wrtn/s Blk_read Blk_wrtn
dev8-0 0.39       0.95       2.55  1535456  4103392
dev8-1 0.16       4.11       4.35  6623344  7015920
dev8-2 0.42      10.41      11.52 16782014 18571160

For more detailed information about a specific disk use the -x option:

# iostat -d -x /dev/hda

The mpstat Command

Slightly more detailed CPU statistics than those provided by iostat
can be obtained with the mpstat command which is usually run with
a -P ALL option to display information about all processors on the
system:

# mpstat -P ALL
03:29:27 PM  CPU %user %nice %system %idle  intr/s
03:29:27 PM  all  0.01 93.97    0.03  5.99  104.63
03:29:27 PM    0  0.01 93.40    0.03  6.55  104.63
03:29:27 PM    1  0.02 93.61    0.03  6.35  104.63

03:29:27 PM    2  0.01 93.73    0.02  6.24  104.63
03:29:27 PM    3  0.01 95.14    0.02  4.83  104.63

The vmstat Command

The vmstat command is commonly used on Unix systems to report
information about processes, memory, paging, block IO, traps, and
CPU activity. Statistics can be displayed in a simple list (only works
on a Linux kernel version >= 2.6):

# vmstat -s
      2065744  total memory
      1041384  used memory
       321240  active memory
       582176  inactive memory
      1024360  free memory
        91624  buffer memory
       763436  swap cache
       522072  total swap
            0  used swap
       522072  free swap
. . . snip . . .
      1131122 pages paged out
            0 pages swapped in
            0 pages swapped out
      6675348 interrupts
      3150012 CPU context switches
   1196790979 boot time
        80591 forks
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vmstat can also output statistics for a specified number of samples
at a specified interval. The following example will output memory
(and other) statistics every 2 seconds for a total of 10 samples:

# vmstat 2 10
procs ----------memory---------- --swap-- ---io--- --system-- -----cpu----
 r b  swpd   free   buff  cache  si so    bi   bo    in   cs us sy id wa st
 0 0     0  67584 227620 123380   0  0    68    5    46  122  2  0 97  1  0
 0 0     0  67584 227620 123380   0  0     0    0  1100   26  0  0 100 0  0
 0 0     0  67584 227620 123380   0  0     0    0  1090   21  0  0 100 0  0
. . . snip . . .
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Using hdparm to Measure

Disk Performance
Show performance of cache reads
• hdparm -T /dev/sda

Show performance of device reads
• hdparm -t /dev/sda

Measuring cache-read performance

You can use the hdparm program with the -T option to measure how
fast a system can read data from the Linux buffer cache. Note that
this does NOT read data from the drive and in no way indicates the
performance of the drive. Instead, it measures the throughput of the
system cache, CPU and memory. Think of this number as the upper
limit for throughput assuming an infinitely fast drive:

# hdparm -T /dev/sda

/dev/sda:
 Timing cached reads:   2320 MB in  2.00 seconds = 1160.33 MB/sec

Measuring Device Read Performance

Using the -t option with the hdparm command measures the
throughput for reading data through the buffer cache from disk. This
reading gives an indication of how fast the disk can sustain
sequential data read. Note that this does NOT access the disk via
normal filesystem calls. Filesystem code will impose additional
overhead on this throughput:

# hdparm -t /dev/sda

/dev/sda:
 Timing buffered disk reads:  328 MB in  3.01 seconds = 108.82 MB/sec

Getting Accurate Numbers

The hdparm(8) man page makes several recommendations regarding
how to obtain the most accurate readings:

yMake sure the system has several megabytes free memory
before running the test. This ensures that the system can
allocate memory to the buffer cache.
yMinimize system load and especially other access to the drive.
y Run several tests and average the results.
y Use both the -t and -T options in the same invocation of
hdparm. When used together, more accurate readings are
reported because a correction factor (based on the -T readings)
is applied to the -t readings.
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Troubleshooting with the ip command

ip – view and configure network settings
• newer replacement for ifconfig, route, arp, and others
• extensive context sensitive help
• addr – view and modify layer 2 and 3 addresses

Route and ARP Mappings
• route – view and modify layer 3 routes
• neigh – show and modify ARP cache
• -r – resolve IP addresses to names
• changes not persistent when rebooting

The ip Command

The ifconfig command can be used to display or change network
interface settings when troubleshooting problems related to network
connectivity or networked services. When troubleshooting these
problems, be sure to examine the transmission statistics in addition
to the basic network address and prefix values. For example, in the
output shown here, the RX/TX and collision errors are likely indicative
of either a saturated segment or a bad Ethernet device on the
segment:

# ifconfig eth0
eth0 Link encap:Ethernet HWaddr 00:07:E9:54:35:F0
 inet addr:10.100.0.254 Bcast:10.100.0.255 Mask:255.255.255.0
 inet6 addr: fe80::207:e9ff:fe54:35f0/64 Scope:Link
 UP BROADCAST RUNNING MULTICAST MTU:1500 Metric:1
 RX packets:981853 errors:26 dropped:0 overruns:0 frame:0
 TX packets:894937 errors:345 dropped:0 overruns:0 carrier:0
 collisions:1546 txqueuelen:1000
 RX bytes:94117868 (89.7 Mb) TX bytes:306277992 (292.0 Mb)

The ip command replaces the functionality of ifconfig, arp, and
route. It is generally more powerful than the tools that it replaces
and allows lower level changes. For example, to see the layer 2 and 3
addresses assigned to the eth0 interface:

# ip addr list eth0
2: eth0: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP> mtu 1500 qdisc pfifo_fast

    link/ether 00:08:74:46:26:9d brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
    inet 10.100.0.201/24 brd 10.100.0.255 scope global eth0
    inet6 fe80::208:74ff:fe46:269d/64 scope link
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever

To activate the eth0 network interface, and assign an IP address and
prefix, run:

# ip addr add 10.200.2.4/24 dev eth0

To deactivate a link, run:

# ip link set eth0 down

To examine the cached ARP mappings:

# ip neigh list
10.100.0.254 dev eth0 lladdr 00:08:02:c4:1c:a2 REACHABLE

Changes made while running ip interactively will not persist after a
reboot. However, Linux distributions have boot scripts and network
configuration facilities which call ip and configure network settings
based on stored values.
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Traffic Routing and Addressing on an Ethernet LAN

When an IP packet is generated, before it can be transmitted on a
wire, it must be encapsulated inside of a layer 2 frame. The ARP
protocol is used to determine the layer 2 address (MAC) that is used
to send packets to a given IP. If the destination host is on the local
segment, then the MAC address used will be that of the end host. If
the routing process on the local host determines that the destination
host is on a remote segment, then a lookup is done in the local route
table for a matching route. The MAC used to reach the destination
host will be the MAC corresponding to the IP address assigned to the
router's interface.

It is important to note that as an IP packet hops through the Internet,
the layer 3 IP header source and destination IPs never change (unless
the packet passes through a NAT gateway). However, that IP packet
will be riding inside many different layer 2 frames.

ARP mappings

The ip command can be used to examine and change entries in the
ARP cache. For example, to list all the current known IP to MAC
mappings (with numerical output) run:

# ip neigh
10.100.0.254 dev eth0 lladdr 00:1b:21:5a:ea:ee REACHABLE
10.100.0.10 dev eth0 lladdr 00:1b:21:24:f9:35 REACHABLE

Routing Table

The ip command can be used to examine, create, remove, and alter
entries in the routing table. For example, to show all routes in the
local main table (with numerical output) run:

# ip route
10.100.0.0/24 dev eth0  proto kernel  scope link  src 10.100.0.9
169.254.0.0/16 dev eth0  scope link  metric 1002
default via 10.100.0.254 dev eth0  proto static

To add a new default gateway:

# ip route add default via 10.0.0.254
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Name Resolution

Files include:
• /etc/nsswitch.conf
• /etc/hosts
• /etc/resolv.conf

Troubleshooting commands:
• nslookup – query Internet name servers (deprecated)
• host – newer DNS lookup utility
• dig – alternate DNS lookup utility (very flexible)
• getent – lookup entries via the name service switch (as defined

in /etc/nsswitch.conf)
• nscd – interact with local cache

Name Resolution

It is common for people to use names to reference systems instead
of the assigned numeric protocol addresses. Several mechanisms
exist to provide name resolution, such as local lookups in the
/etc/hosts file, a DNS forwarder, or with a directory service such as
LDAP. When troubleshooting name resolution problems, start by
asking which of the possible name resolution sources you expect to
resolve the query in question, and then focus on the files, and
settings, specific to that mechanism.

Most services or commands that rely on name resolution use
standard calls found in the libc.so and libresolv.so libraries. For
example, when you attempt to ping a host by its FQDN the ping
command uses the gethostbyname() call found in the libc.so
library. The exact actions to resolve the name would then depend on
the configuration of the machine. The common sequence would be:

1. Read in the /etc/nsswitch.conf file and parse the hosts line
to determine the methods and order.

2. Assuming the hosts line in /etc/nsswitch.conf reads 'hosts:
files dns', load the libnss_files.so library. This reads the
/etc/host.conf config file for parameters and overrides and
then attempts resolution via a lookup in the /etc/hosts file.

3. If resolution has not succeeded yet (again, assuming the hosts
line reads 'hosts: files dns', which is the default), load the
libnss_dns.so library, which reads the /etc/resolv.conf file
and then attempts resolution via DNS.

Troubleshooting Name Lookup Problems

Commands to test DNS include the older nslookup and the newer
host and dig commands each of which can send queries directly to a
name server. The nslookup command was deprecated because it
was not as reliable as it should be. In fact, its advanced features have
already been removed.

Use host to perform a simple name to IP address lookup,
suppressing use of the search list in the /etc/resolv.conf file:

# host station1.example.com.
station1.example.com has address 10.100.0.1

Use dig to perform a simple name to IP address lookup (dig never
uses the search list in the /etc/resolv.conf file):

# dig station1.example.com

; <<>> DiG 9.3.1 <<>> station1.example.com
;; global options:  printcmd
;; Got answer:
;; ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: NOERROR, id: 65318
;; flags: qr rd ra; QUERY: 1, ANSWER: 1, AUTHORITY: 1,a

ADDITIONAL: 1

;; QUESTION SECTION:
;station1.example.com.          IN   A

;; ANSWER SECTION:
station1.example.com.   86104   IN   A   10.100.0.1
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;; AUTHORITY SECTION:
example.com.            86104   IN   NS  server1.example.com.

;; ADDITIONAL SECTION:
server1.example.com.    86104   IN   A   10.100.0.254

;; Query time: 4 msec
;; SERVER: 127.0.0.1#53(127.0.0.1)
;; WHEN: Tue Sep 27 07:36:29 2005
;; MSG SIZE  rcvd: 92

Use dig to do a reverse lookup for the given IP querying a specific
nameserver and showing the entire delegation chain:

# dig @am1.hp.com. +trace -x 192.6.165.40
. . . output omitted . . . 

Name Service Switch (NSS) and getent

When troubleshooting name resolution problems, remember to
consider more than DNS. Applications on the system generally use
the Name Service Switch to determine what mechanisms will be
used for name resolution. To perform a host name lookup via the
NSS (which may use DNS, LDAP, NIS, etc.) you can use the getent
command as shown in the following example:

# getent hosts station1.example.com
10.100.0.1      station1.example.com

Locally Cached Values Complicating Troubleshooting

If the system is running the Name Service Cache Daemon (NSCD)
then attempts to lookup host records while troubleshooting may
result in a locally cached record being returned. Often it is best to
just shut down the service until troubleshooting is complete. Another
option is to temporarily configure NSCD to not cache host records:

File: /etc/nscd.conf
- enable-cache            hosts           yes
+ enable-cache            hosts           no

A final option is flushing cached host records at appropriate times
during the name resolution troubleshooting:

# nscd -i hosts
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ss/netstat and rpcinfo

ss/netstat – view a wide variety of network statistics
• -s – list network statistics
• -t – list TCP active connections
• -u – list UDP active connections
• -a – list all connections regardless of current state

netstat -r – list routing table
rpcinfo – list information about RPC based programs
• -p – list info for registered RPC programs
• -t – attempt RPC call over TCP to program
• -u – attempt RPC call over UDP to program

The netstat and ss Commands

The ss and netstat commands can be used to print network
connections, routing tables, interface statistics, masquerade
connections, and multicast group memberships.

List statistics for the IP, ICMP, TCP and UDP protocols (useful to spot
anomalies that are indicative of network problems; e.g. excessive
ICMP errors, TCP connection resets):

# netstat -s
. . . output omitted . . . 

List routing table (remember that route -n and ip route can also do
this. Note the use of the -n option to force numeric output):

# netstat -rn
. . . output omitted . . . 

List all TCP and UDP based connections with their corresponding
process names and PID numbers:

# ss -tup
. . . output omitted . . . 

Same as previous, but also list non-connected sockets (i.e.
LISTENing) This is a good way to identify what services are currently
listening for connections:

# ss -tupa
. . . output omitted . . . 

The rpcinfo Command

Some system services are implemented using the remote procedure
call (RPC) facilities. RPC is an IPC facility that allows for a function
(portion of code to perform a specific task) to be called locally, but
run on a remote machine. The rpcinfo command can be used to list
information about these RPC based services, including their program
numbers, versions, port, and protocol information. For example,
rpcinfo can be used to see what RPC programs are registered on
the host server1:

# rpcinfo -p server1
   program vers proto port
    100000    2   tcp  111 portmapper
    100000    2   udp  111 portmapper
. . . snip . . .
    100003    2   tcp 2049 nfs
    100003    3   tcp 2049 nfs
    100003    4   tcp 2049 nfs

To then verify that you can successfully connect to NFS via TCP on
the machine, run:

# rpcinfo -t server1 100003
program 100003 version 2 ready and waiting
program 100003 version 3 ready and waiting
program 100003 version 4 ready and waiting
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nmap

nmap – scan and list services listening on a remote machine
• -sX – specify that scan desired type (many available)
• -V – list service version information
• -O – request remote OS identification (TCP fingerprinting)
• -p – specify port numbers or ranges
• -F – "fast scan" using only select ports

The nmap Command

The lsof and netstat commands can identify what services are
listening on the local machine, but only provide indirect evidence of
listening services on other machines (i.e. if their output shows an
active connection from the local host to some service on the remote
host). The nmap command is a very popular network scanning
program that can be used to identify what services are running on a

remote machine. This can be valuable when you are troubleshooting
a network service and want to verify that the service is reachable.
nmap is very feature rich and you should consult the documentation
for complete information on available options.

To perform a TCP SYN stealth scan, UDP scan, RPC scan and
attempt remote OS identification, while only scanning specified ports:

# nmap -sSUVR -O -p 1-636,2049 server1
Starting Nmap 5.21 ( http://nmap.org ) at 2011-03-31 10:18 MDT
Nmap scan report for server1 (10.100.0.254)
Host is up (0.000093s latency).
rDNS record for 10.100.0.254: server1.example.com
Not shown: 1255 closed ports
PORT     STATE         SERVICE                VERSION
21/tcp   open          ftp                    vsftpd 2.2.2
22/tcp   open          ssh                    OpenSSH 5.3 (protocol 2.0)
23/tcp   open          telnet                 Linux telnetd
. . . snip . . .
631/udp  open|filtered unknown
2049/udp open          nfs (nfs V2-4)         2-4 (rpc #100003)
MAC Address: 00:1B:21:5A:EA:EE (Intel Corporate)
. . . snip . . .

Service Info: OSs: Unix, Linux

OS and Service detection performed. Please report any incorrect results at http://nmap.org/submit/ .
Nmap done: 1 IP address (1 host up) scanned in 729.03 seconds
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Netcat

Netcat – generic client/server network application
• testing network daemons
• shell script based network access
• creating simple TCP proxies
• simple port scanning

Netcat

The Netcat nc command is a very flexible, generic client/server
network application. When troubleshooting, it can be used to connect
to a service to see if the service is accepting connections, or it can
be used to listen on a specific port and help debug incoming
connections from client.

There are a few indepedent implementations from Hobbit's Netcat
that are common on Linux systems, including from the GNU Project,
the OpenBSD Project, and as part of nmap. Each offers useful
extensions. Syntax may vary.

Netcat Examples

Connect to the web server on server1 and issue a simple HTTP GET
command:

# echo "GET / HTTP/1.0" | nc server1 80

Listen for connections on the standard LDAP port and dump any
received data to STDOUT (input on STDIN is also sent to connected
client):

# nc -l 389

Verify an SSH server on host server1 is listening for connections:

# nc -z -v server1 22
server1 [10.100.0.254] 22 (ssh) open

Connect to remote_host via SSH using OpenBSD Netcat to forward
connection through an HTTP proxy (called proxy):

# ssh -o ProxyCommand="/usr/bin/nc -Xconnect a
-xproxy.example.com:8080 %h %p" remote_host.example.com
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tcpdump and wireshark

tcpdump – network traffic capture and analysis (sniffer)
• -n – prints output in numeric form (no DNS lookups)
• -e – prints data link headers
• -i ethX – specify and interface to capture on
• -w file – save capture to specified file

wireshark – extremely full featured replacement for tcpdump
• terminal (tshark) and graphical (wireshark) versions
• extensive (700+) protocol dissectors for interpreting the traffic
• can read and write many other capture program file formats

Running as non-root user
• Requires POSIX capabilities on dumpcap
• Restricted to members of the wireshark group

The tcpdump Command

When troubleshooting network services it is sometimes useful (or
even necessary) to capture and analyze the data sent on the network.
This can provide insight into the operation of the application, or give
clues as to why the application is failing. The standard UNIX
command for network capture and analysis is the tcpdump command.

To capture all traffic on the eth0 interface showing the layer 2
headers and suppressing DNS lookups, run:

# tcpdump -nei eth0

tcpdump uses the libpcap packet capture library and supports flexible
syntax to define capture filters. This allows you to focus the capture
on specific hosts, protocols, ports, etc. For example, to capture traffic
from the source host 10.100.0.11, but only if it is either TCP port 80
or ICMP traffic, run:

# tcpdump -X -s0 'src host 10.100.0.11 anda
(tcp port 80 or icmp)'

One very common type of filter is to eliminate a specific kind of traffic
and capture everything else. For example, if you are connected to a
remote machine via ssh and want to capture everything except for
the traffic associated with your ssh connection, run:
tcpdump -ni eth0 not port 22.

Wireshark

Wireshark is an open source network protocol analyzer for Unix/Linux
and Windows. It is extremely powerful and currently has protocol
dissectors for over 700+ different protocols (at the time of this
writing).

Wireshark is provided with both a command line (tshark) and a
graphical (wireshark) interface. In the graphical version, you can
interactively browse the capture data, viewing summary and detail
information for each packet. Wireshark has several powerful features,
including a rich display filter language and the ability to view the
reconstructed stream of a TCP session. It is under active
development with new features being added continuously.

Wireshark has the ability to read and write most of the popular
network capture file formats. For example, to write all captured data
to the file /tmp/netcap using the Sun snoop data format you can run:

# tshark -F snoop -w /tmp/netcap

[R7] The following applies to RHEL7 only:

Red Hat Enterprise Linux only ships the tshark command. The
Wireshark GUI is part of the extras repository from RHN.
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Example Captures

The following example captures show a few simple network operations and the corresponding traffic generated. For these samples, both the
network command and the capture are running on the same host simultaneously on different terminals. The output lines have also been
labeled (with letters) for ease of reference:

A  [1]# ping -c 2 zulu.example.com
    PING zulu.example.com (10.100.0.254) 56(84) bytes of data.
B  64 bytes from zulu.example.com (10.100.0.254): icmp_seq=1 ttl=64 time=0.160 ms
B  64 bytes from zulu.example.com (10.100.0.254): icmp_seq=2 ttl=64 time=0.130 ms

C  --- zulu.example.com ping statistics ---
    2 packets transmitted, 2 received, 0% packet loss, time 1999ms
    rtt min/avg/max/mdev = 0.130/0.153/0.171/0.022 ms

D  [2]# tcpdump -n icmp or port 53
    tcpdump: verbose output suppressed, use -v or -vv for full protocol decode
    listening on eth0, link-type EN10MB (Ethernet), capture size 96 bytes
E  11:33:28.446886 IP 10.100.0.1.44101 > 10.100.0.250.domain:  54331+ A? zulu.example.com. (37)
F  11:33:28.447170 IP 10.100.0.250.domain > 10.100.0.1.44101:  54331* 1/1/0 A 10.100.0.254 (67)
G  11:33:28.447737 IP 10.100.0.1 > 10.100.0.254: ICMP echo request, id 51313, seq 1, length 64
H  11:33:28.447867 IP 10.100.0.254 > 10.100.0.1: ICMP echo reply, id 51313, seq 1, length 64
I  11:33:28.448141 IP 10.100.0.1.47507 > 10.100.0.250.domain:  57357+ PTR? 254.0.100.10.in-addr.arpa. (43)
J  11:33:28.449114 IP 10.100.0.250.domain > 10.100.0.1.47507:  57357* 1/1/1 (106)
G  11:33:29.447358 IP 10.100.0.1 > 10.100.0.254: ICMP echo request, id 51313, seq 2, length 64
H  11:33:29.447471 IP 10.100.0.254 > 10.100.0.1: ICMP echo reply, id 51313, seq 2, length 64

A ⇒ The ping program will send ICMP Echo-request messages to the specified host and expect ICMP Echo-reply messages in return.
Because a name was used for the destination host and not an IP addrss, name resolution will be performed (in this case DNS is used).

B ⇒ Each line corresponds to an ICMP Echo-reply message being successfully received back.
D ⇒ The -n option suppresses name resolution and displays capture with IP addresses instead. The capture filter captures only ICMP protocol

messages, or TCP/UDP port 53 (DNS) messages.
E ⇒ DNS A record lookup to resolve the name used on the ping command line to the needed address. Note the source UDP port used by the

client was 44101 and the destination port is listed as domain which corresponds to port 53.
F ⇒ DNS reply back from the server. Note the DNS server IP address of 10.100.0.250 which by deduction is the address listed in the

/etc/resolv.conf file.
G ⇒ ICMP Echo-request generated by the ping program.
H ⇒ ICMP Echo-reply generated by the target destination host (10.100.0.254)
I ⇒ DNS reverse lookup generated by the client to determine what name to print in the output seen on lines B.
J ⇒ DNS reply back from server.
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A  [1]# elinks -dump http://server1.example.com
B     server1 docroot
C  [2]# tshark -n
D  Running as user "root" and group "root". This could be dangerous.
. . . snip . . .
E   36.869392  10.100.0.15 -> 10.100.0.250 DNS Standard query AAAA server1.example.com
E   36.869717 10.100.0.250 -> 10.100.0.15  DNS Standard query response
F   36.869922  10.100.0.15 -> 10.100.0.250 DNS Standard query AAAA server1.example.com.example.com
F   36.870116 10.100.0.250 -> 10.100.0.15  DNS Standard query response, No such name
G   36.870201  10.100.0.15 -> 10.100.0.250 DNS Standard query A server1.example.com
G   36.870415 10.100.0.250 -> 10.100.0.15  DNS Standard query response A 10.100.0.254
H   36.871030  10.100.0.15 -> 10.100.0.254 TCP 47714 > 80 [SYN] Seq=0 Win=5840 Len=0 MSS=1460 TSV=908192554 TSER=0 WS=7
H   36.871165 10.100.0.254 -> 10.100.0.15  TCP 80 > 47714 [SYN, ACK] Seq=0 Ack=1 Win=5792 Len=0 MSS=1460 TSV=1300973241 TSER=908192554 WS=7
H   36.871185  10.100.0.15 -> 10.100.0.254 TCP 47714 > 80 [ACK] Seq=1 Ack=1 Win=5888 Len=0 TSV=908192555 TSER=1300973241
I   36.871480  10.100.0.15 -> 10.100.0.254 HTTP GET / HTTP/1.1
J   36.871563 10.100.0.254 -> 10.100.0.15  TCP 80 > 47714 [ACK] Seq=1 Ack=175 Win=6912 Len=0 TSV=1300973242 TSER=908192555
K   36.967068 10.100.0.254 -> 10.100.0.15  HTTP HTTP/1.1 200 OK  (text/html)
L   36.967093  10.100.0.15 -> 10.100.0.254 TCP 47714 > 80 [ACK] Seq=175 Ack=294 Win=6912 Len=0 TSV=908192651 TSER=1300973337
M   36.967312 10.100.0.254 -> 10.100.0.15  TCP 80 > 47714 [FIN, ACK] Seq=294 Ack=175 Win=6912 Len=0 TSV=1300973337 TSER=908192651
N   36.967463  10.100.0.15 -> 10.100.0.254 TCP 47714 > 80 [FIN, ACK] Seq=175 Ack=295 Win=6912 Len=0 TSV=908192651 TSER=1300973337
O   36.967560 10.100.0.254 -> 10.100.0.15  TCP 80 > 47714 [ACK] Seq=295 Ack=176 Win=6912 Len=0 TSV=1300973338 TSER=908192651
26 packets captured

A ⇒ Attempting to connect to the named remote host via HTTP, request the root document, render it and dump it to the screen.
B ⇒ Rendered document contents returned via HTTP.
C ⇒ The -n option suppresses name resolution for host and port names.
D ⇒ Capturing with the network interface in promiscuous mode requires root, but opens the possibility that network traffic exploits a flaw in a

protocol dissector.
E ⇒ elinks attempts to lookup an IPv6 address. The response shows the hostname exists in DNS, but has no AAAA record.
F ⇒ The search postfix obtained from /etc/resolv.conf is appended to the original name and an additional lookup is attempted. This time

DNS reply indicates that the name doesn't exist at all.
G ⇒ A normal IPv4 address record query is attempted. The response provides the IP address of the host.
H ⇒ TCP 3-way handshake between client and web server. Note the dynamically selected client port of 47714 and the standard server port 80.
I ⇒ HTTP GET method is used to request the root document.
J ⇒ Server acknowledges receipt of previous data packet. Note that the Seq and Ack numbers have been normalized and display starting at

byte 1 even though the actual initial Seq numbers seen in the traffic flow are randomly selected during the 3-way handshake. Also note that
the Ack number of 175 indicated that the client's HTTP GET packet contained 174 bytes of data.

K ⇒ Server sends the root document along with a header indicating the status (200 in this case).
L ⇒ Client Acks receipt of the previous packet indicating that all 174 bytes of data were received.
M ⇒ Server begins TCP session tear down by setting the Fin (Finish) flag.
N ⇒ Client Acks receipt of termination packet from server and begins termination of traffic flow in the other direction.
O ⇒ Server Acks receipts of termination packet from client and TCP session is now closed on both ends.
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Packet capture as a non-root user

The wireshark, tshark, and tcpdump commands rely on dumpcap, a tool for dumping network traffic. Setting the correct POSIX capabilities on
dumpcap allows the tool to be run correctly by any member of the wireshark group. It is considered best practice not to run commands such
as dumpcap as the root user, as parsing externally controlled data is risky from a security perspective.

[R7] The following applies to RHEL7 only:

In RHEL 7, POSIX capabilities for dumpcap that enable users in the wireshark group to perform packet captures are set out of the box as seen
below:

# getcap /usr/sbin/dumpcap
/usr/sbin/dumpcap = cap_net_admin,cap_net_raw+ep
# ls -al /usr/sbin/dumpcap
-rwxr-x---. 1 root wireshark 109328 Jan 25 07:33 /usr/sbin/dumpcap

[S12] The following applies to SLES12 only:

In SLES 12, POSIX capabilities on dumpcap must be set manually using the setcap command. The setcap and getcap commands can be
installed through the libcap-progs package:

# groupadd wireshark
# chgrp wireshark /usr/bin/dumpcap
# chmod 750 /usr/bin/dumpcap
# setcap cap_net_raw,cap_net_admin=eip /usr/bin/dumpcap
# getcap /usr/bin/dumpcap
/usr/bin/dumpcap = cap_net_admin,cap_net_raw+ep
# ls -al /usr/bin/dumpcap
-rwxr-x---. 1 root wireshark 109328 Jan 25 07:33 /usr/bin/dumpcap
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Lab 2
Estimated Time:
S12: 100 minutes

R7: 100 minutes
Task 1: Determining the System's Configuration
Page: 2-28 Time: 45 minutes
Requirements: b (1 station)

Task 2: Troubleshooting with rpm
Page: 2-43 Time: 15 minutes
Requirements: b (1 station) c (classroom server)

Task 3: Process Related Tools
Page: 2-46 Time: 15 minutes
Requirements: b (1 station)

Task 4: Network Tools
Page: 2-54 Time: 25 minutes
Requirements: b (1 station)
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Objectives
y Explore and document current system configuration

Requirements
b (1 station)

Relevance
Because you will be troubleshooting problems with this system throughout
the remainder of the week, it is important to explore and document the
current working system state. Some of the data recorded in this lab will be
used as a reference in later troubleshooting exercises.

Lab 2

Task 1
Determining the System's
Configuration
Estimated Time: 45 minutes

The following actions require administrative privileges. Switch to a root login1)
shell:

$ su -
Password: makeitso Õ

Basic Hardware Info

Install package dependencies:2)
# yum install -y sysstat numactl lsscsi hdparm[R7]

# zypper install -y sysstat numactl lsscsi[S12]

Number of Processors:3)
Check for multiple processor lines, then check the
physical id and siblings lines to see if the additional
processors are separate physical CPUs or CPU cores
(e.g. Hyper-thread).

# grep 'processor' /proc/cpuinfo
processor       : 0
processor       : 1
# grep 'siblings' /proc/cpuinfo
siblings        : 2
siblings        : 2
# grep 'physical id' /proc/cpuinfo

Note how the physical id entry is the same, even
though 2 separate processors are listed: 2 siblings, 2
cores, 1 CPU.

physical id     : 0
physical id     : 0
# mpstat -P ALL
. . . snip . . .
10:58:27 AM  CPU    %usr   %nice    %sys %iowait    %irq   %soft  %steal  %guest   %idle
10:58:27 AM  all    0.07    0.00    0.79    0.05    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   99.10
10:58:27 AM    0    0.12    0.00    0.92    0.04    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   98.92
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10:58:27 AM    1    0.02    0.00    0.65    0.05    0.00    0.00    0.00    0.00   99.27
# hwinfo --smp[S12]

. . . output omitted . . . [S12]

Result:

CPU Type & Speed:4)
Compare model name and cpu MHz lines. Results will
vary.

# grep 'model name' /proc/cpuinfo
model name      : Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 3.20GHz
model name      : Intel(R) Pentium(R) 4 CPU 3.20GHz
# grep 'cpu MHz' /proc/cpuinfo
cpu MHz         : 3200.000
cpu MHz         : 3200.000
# hwinfo --cpu[S12]

. . . output omitted . . . [S12]

Result:

Examine the Non-uniform memory access (NUMA) topology. Determine how many5)
NUMA nodes exist. Determine how much memory each NUMA has:

Results will vary.# numactl -s
policy: default
preferred node: current
physcpubind: 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
cpubind: 0 1
nodebind: 0 1
membind: 0 1
# numactl -H
available: 2 nodes (0-1)
node 0 cpus: 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
node 0 size: 131008 MB
node 0 free: 26589 MB
node 1 cpus: 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15
node 1 size: 131072 MB
node 1 free: 28784 MB
node distances:
node   0   1
  0:  10  20
  1:  20  10
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Result:

RAM & Swap:6)

# cat /proc/meminfo
. . . output omitted . . .
# free
              total        used        free      shared  buff/cache   available
Mem:       32900204     6926556    22772340      435128     3201308    24737688
Swap:      16777212         468    16776744

Result:

Ethernet Card(s) (Vendor/Chipset):7)

# lspci | grep -i ethernet
00:19.0 Ethernet controller: Intel Corporation 82579LM Gigabit Network Connection (rev 04)
# hwinfo --network[S12]

Result:

Ethernet Card(s) driver name and firmware version:8)

# ethtool -i eth0
driver: ixgbe
version: 4.0.1-k-rh7.2
firmware-version: 0x80000596
bus-info: 0000:01:00.0
supports-statistics: yes
supports-test: yes
supports-eeprom-access: yes
supports-register-dump: yes
supports-priv-flags: no

Result:
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IRQ Assigned To eth0. Note that virtio NICs in Linux VMs don't use IRQs:9)

# grep 'eth0' /proc/interrupts
This example shows interrupt 17. 17:         93     399771   IO-APIC-fasteoi   eth0
Look for the Ethernet Controller entry and its
Interrupt.

# lspci -vv | less
. . . output omitted . . . 

Result:

Monitor Resolution and Refresh Rates:10)

# xrandr -q
Screen 0: minimum 320 x 200, current 1024 x 768, maximum 4096 x 4096
VGA-0 connected primary 1024x768+0+0 (normal left inverted right x axis y axis) 0mm x 0mm
   1024x768      60.00*+
   1280x1024     60.02
   1280x960      60.00
   1280x800      59.81    59.91
   1280x768      59.87    59.99
   800x600       60.32    59.95    56.25
   848x480       60.00
   640x480       59.94
# xrandr -q --verbose
Screen 0: minimum 320 x 200, current 1024 x 768, maximum 4096 x 4096
VGA-0 connected primary 1024x768+0+0 (0x42) normal (normal left inverted right x axis y axis) 0mm x 0mm
Identifier: 0x40
Timestamp:  6551948
Subpixel:   unknown
Gamma:      1.0:1.0:1.0
Brightness: 1.0
Clones:
CRTC:       0
CRTCs:      0
Transform:  1.000000 0.000000 0.000000
            0.000000 1.000000 0.000000
            0.000000 0.000000 1.000000
           filter:
_MUTTER_PRESENTATION_OUTPUT: 0
  1024x768 (0x42) 65.000MHz -HSync -VSync *current +preferred
        h: width  1024 start 1048 end 1184 total 1344 skew    0 clock  48.36KHz
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        v: height  768 start  771 end  777 total  806           clock  60.00Hz
. . . snip . . .

Result:

Number and Type of Storage Controllers:11)

# lspci
# hwinfo --ide[S12]

# hwinfo --scsi[S12]

Result:

Number and Type of Hard Disks:12)
This will not work if the system has been booted for a
long time and the kernel message buffer has wrapped
(overwritten older boot messages).

# lsscsi
[6:0:0:0]    cd/dvd  QEMU     QEMU DVD-ROM     2.5+  /dev/sr0
[8:0:0:0]    disk    QEMU     QEMU HARDDISK    2.5+  /dev/sda
# cat /proc/partitions
major minor  #blocks  name

  11        0    3948544 sr0
   8        0   52428800 sda
   8        1     512000 sda1
   8        2   35840000 sda2
 253        0    8388608 dm-0
 253        1     524288 dm-1
 253        2    1048576 dm-2
 253        3    2097152 dm-3

Result:

Disk and Filesystem

Total size of /dev/sda:13)
Look in the 'INFORMATION section for the 'User
Capacity' line.

# smartctl -i /dev/sda
smartctl 6.2 2013-07-26 r3841 [x86_64-linux-3.10.0-327.4.4.el7.x86_64] (local build)
Copyright (C) 2002-13, Bruce Allen, Christian Franke, www.smartmontools.org

=== START OF INFORMATION SECTION ===
Vendor:               QEMU
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Product:              QEMU HARDDISK
Revision:             2.5+
User Capacity:        53,687,091,200 bytes [53.6 GB]
Logical block size:   512 bytes
LU is thin provisioned, LBPRZ=0
Rotation Rate:        5400 rpm
Device type:          disk
Local Time is:        Sun Aug 21 23:15:47 2016 MDT
SMART support is:     Unavailable - device lacks SMART capability.
# cat /proc/partitions
. . . output omitted . . .
# fdisk -l /dev/sda

Disk /dev/sda: 53.7 GB, 53687091200 bytes, 104857600 sectors
Units = sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes
Disk label type: dos
Disk identifier: 0x00000701

   Device Boot      Start         End      Blocks   Id  System
/dev/sda1   *        2048     1026047      512000   83  Linux
/dev/sda2         1026048    72706047    35840000   8e  Linux LVM
# dmesg | grep ˆsda
. . . output omitted . . .
# journalctl -k | grep sda
. . . output omitted . . .

Multiply sectors by 512 to get total bytes.# hdparm -g /dev/sda
/dev/sda:
 geometry      = 51200/64/32, sectors = 104857600, start = 0

Result:

Which partition is the root (/) and boot (/boot) filesystem and what size is it:14)

# df
# cat /proc/mounts
# mount

Result:
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Filesystem type for each disk filesystem:15)

# df -T
# cat /proc/mounts
# mount
# cat /etc/fstab
. . . output omitted . . . 

Result:

Partition(s) used for swap:16)

# grep swap /etc/fstab
# cat /proc/swaps
# swapon -s

Partition type 0x82 is used to identify swap partitions. If
swap is on a logical volume this will not show a
partition.

# fdisk -l | awk '($6=="82") {print}'[R7]

. . . output omitted . . .[R7]

# lvs | grep swap[R7]

# fdisk -l | awk '($7=="82") {print}'[S12]

Result:

Is RAID in use:17)

Look for defined and active devices such as /dev/md0.# cat /proc/mdstat
Look for a software RAID configuration file.# ls /etc/mdadm.conf
Partition type 0xfd is generally used to identify RAID
partitions.

# fdisk -l | awk '($6=="fd") {print}'[R7]

# fdisk -l | awk '($7=="fd") {print}'[S12]

Result:

Is LVM in use:18)

# vgs
# vgdisplay
# lvmdiskscan
# vgscan

Partition type 0x8e is generally used to identify LVM
partitions.

# fdisk -l | awk '/8e/ {print}'

Result:
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Disk quotas set on any filesystems:19)

# zypper install -y quota[S12]

If quotas are active then this will show usage and
quotas for both user and group quotas on all
filesystems.

# repquota -uga

Look for quota options in the fstab file.# egrep '(usr|grp)quota' /etc/fstab
Look for quota options in mounted filesystems. XFS may
also be {u,g}quota.

# mount | egrep '(usr|grp)quota'

Look for the quota database files on the mounted ext
filesystems.

# for i in $(df -Px tmpfs | awk '/\/dev\// {print $6}')
> do find $i -maxdepth 1 -regextype posix-extended -regex "$i/a?quota.a
   (user|group)" -type f;
> done

Result:

/dev/sda using 16 bit or 32 bit I/O:20)
If the disk is currently set to 16 bit I/O then you could
enable 32 bit I/O using hdparm -c 1 /dev/sda.

# hdparm -c /dev/sda
/dev/sda:
 IO_support    =  0 (default)

If the drive is using DMA instead of PIO you will get the output HDIO_GET_32BIT
failed: Invalid argument

Result:

How many terabytes have been written to the drive?21)

# smartctl -A /dev/sda | awk '/ˆ241/ { print "TBW: "($10 * 512) * 1.0e-12, "TB" } '
TBW: 8.64463 TB

Result:

Boot

Kernel version for current boot:22)

# uname -r
# cat /proc/sys/kernel/osrelease
# cut -d " " -f3 /proc/version
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Result:

Linux distribution vendor / version:23)

# cat /etc/issue
# cat /proc/version
# cat /etc/os-release
# cat /etc/redhat-release[R7]

Result:

Arguments passed to kernel this boot:24)
This is better than just checking the corresponding
GRUB boot loader entry because someone may have
passed additional parameters interactively.

# cat /proc/cmdline

Result:

Boot loader in use (GRUB / LILO):25)
The best (most authoritative) way to determine this is to reboot the system. If this
is not possible, then you can infer what boot loader is in use with any of the
following:

Look for GRUB or LILO in the output# dd if=/dev/sda count=1 bs=446 | strings
Beware that both boot loader packages may be installed
even though obviously only one will be in use at any
given time.

# rpm -qa | egrep '(lilo|grub)'

Look for the bootloader's standard config files.# ls /etc/*lilo.conf /boot/grub/{menu.lst,grub.{conf,cfg}}a
   /boot/grub2/grub.cfg

Result:

Number of kernels installed on system:26)

Not all lines returned are binary kernel packages.# rpm -qa | grep kernel
Only works on newer versions of the rpm command.# rpm -qa kernel
Look for kernel binaries and kernel module directories.# ls /boot/vmlinu* /lib/modules/

# grep vmlinu /boot/grub2/grub.cfg

Result:
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Is SELinux enabled?27)

# zypper install -y selinux-{tools,policy}[S12]

A return code of '0' indicates that SELinux is enabled$ selinuxenabled && echo YES || echo NO
# getenforce
# cat /etc/selinux/config

Look for kernel messages indicating the presence/state
of SELinux.

# dmesg | grep ˆSEL

Result:

Number of kernel modules loaded and used by another module:28)

# lsmod
# lsmod | grep -v ' 0'

Count all modules where usage count is greater than 0.# lsmod | awk '($3>0) {++count}; END {print count}'

Result:

Current activated Systemd targets:29)

# systemctl list-units --type target
UNIT                   LOAD   ACTIVE SUB    DESCRIPTION
basic.target           loaded active active Basic System
cryptsetup.target      loaded active active Encrypted Volumes
getty.target           loaded active active Login Prompts
graphical.target       loaded active active Graphical Interface
local-fs-pre.target    loaded active active Local File Systems (Pre)
local-fs.target        loaded active active Local File Systems
multi-user.target      loaded active active Multi-User System
network-online.target  loaded active active Network is Online
network.target         loaded active active Network
nfs-client.target      loaded active active NFS client services
nss-user-lookup.target loaded active active User and Group Name Lookups
paths.target           loaded active active Paths
remote-fs-pre.target   loaded active active Remote File Systems (Pre)
remote-fs.target       loaded active active Remote File Systems
slices.target          loaded active active Slices
sockets.target         loaded active active Sockets
swap.target            loaded active active Swap
sysinit.target         loaded active active System Initialization
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timers.target          loaded active active Timers

LOAD   = Reflects whether the unit definition was properly loaded.
ACTIVE = The high-level unit activation state, i.e. generalization of SUB.
SUB    = The low-level unit activation state, values depend on unit type.

19 loaded units listed. Pass --all to see loaded but inactive units, too.
To show all installed unit files use 'systemctl list-unit-files'.
# runlevel
# who -r

Result:

Network

IP address and subnet mask for eth0:30)

# ip addr show eth0
# ifconfig eth0

Result:

Default gateway:31)

# ip route list match 0.0.0.0
# route -n | grep ˆ0\.0\.0\.0

Result:

DNS name server IP(s):32)

# cat /etc/resolv.conf

Result:

Speed and duplex settings for eth0:33)

# ethtool eth0
. . . output omitted . . .
# mii-tool eth0[R7]

eth0: negotiated 100baseTx-FD flow-control, link ok[R7]
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Result:

Hostname:34)

# uname -n
# cat /etc/hostname

Result:

MAC address of default gateway:35)
ping the gateway to populate the ARP cache, then
extract the matching entry from the cache.

# ping -c 1 w.x.y.z ; ip neigh
# arping -I eth0 w.x.y.z

Result:

Kernel module in use for eth0:36)

# dmesg | grep eth0
Good knowledge of what kernel modules correspond to
the various network chipsets will allow you to spot the
corresponding module in the list.

# lsmod

Result:

Software

Number of packages installed:37)

# rpm -qa | wc -l

Result:

Version of rpm installed:38)
Most commands support some way of identifying the
version, or you can query the RPM database.

# rpm --version
# rpm -q rpm

Result:
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Install and check the version of gcc:39)

# yum install -y gcc[R7]

# zypper install -y gcc[S12]

# gcc --version
# rpm -q gcc

Result:

Number of Xinetd services set to start with Xinetd):40)
Use chkconfig to list all services, then count Xinetd
service that are on.

# chkconfig --list | awk '($2=="on") {count++} END {print count}'

Result:

Which MTA is installed:41)
See which packages are installed (remember that on
RHEL/FC both might be installed simultaneously)

# rpm -q sendmail postfix
# alternatives --display mta | grep link[R7]

# pgrep sendmail
Main postfix daemon# pgrep master

Result:

What cron jobs are set to run:42)
Check system crontab and directories it references, then
check the user cron spools.

# cat /etc/crontab; ls -R /etc/cron.*
# ls -R /var/spool/cron/[R7]

# ls -R /var/spool/cron/tabs[S12]

Result:

Where syslog authpriv messages get logged to:43)
Check first for lines exactly matching authpriv. If none
are found, then search the entire file for a matching
wildcard (*) entry and look to see what file the
messages are sent to.

# grep ˆauthpriv /etc/rsyslog.conf

Result:
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Security and Firewall

Rules in the iptables filter table:44)
Be sure to also take note of the policy set for each
chain.

# iptables -t filter -nL

Result:

TCP Wrappers denying anything:45)

Focus on any active entries in the hosts.deny file.# cat /etc/hosts.*

Result:

Is SSH active, and if so does it permit root logins:46)

# service sshd status
Check first for explicit configuration of this option in
sshd config.

# grep PermitRootLogin /etc/ssh/sshd_config

Try to connect as root to your own local machine.# ssh root@localhost

Result:

After installation, is telnet enabled? If so, will it permit root to log in?47)

# yum install -y telnet-server telnet[R7]

# zypper install -y telnet-server[S12]

Is Xinetd running? /sbin/service xinetd status# chkconfig --list telnet
Try to connect as root to your own local machine.# telnet localhost

Result:

Users and Authentication

What other user accounts exist:48)
Focus on the end of the file and look for regular user
(nonsystem) accounts.

# cat /etc/passwd

Result:
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Is the shadow file in use:49)

# ls /etc/shadow

Result:

What password hash format is in use?50)
Or just run the authconfig program and examine the
current settings.

# grep PASSWDALGORITHM /etc/sysconfig/authconfig[R7]

Or run yast users and look in the expert settings.# grep CRYPT /etc/default/passwd[S12]

Result:

Which services invoke the pam_limits.so module:51)
Look for calls to the limit module in each services PAM
config.

# grep -l limits /etc/pam.d/*

Since the limit module is listed in the system-auth file
we need to check and see which services reference it.

# grep -l system-auth /etc/pam.d/*[R7]

# grep -l common-session /etc/pam.d/*[S12]

Result:

Administrative privileges are no longer required; exit the root shell to return to an52)
unprivileged account:

# exit
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Objectives
y Practice using common troubleshooting techniques with rpm.

Requirements
b (1 station) c (classroom server)

Relevance
The RPM package management system has extremely powerful querying
and verification abilities. During the course of troubleshooting it can be
used to see what is installed as well as if the installation has been
damaged in any way. Being adept with RPM will enable you to perform
sophisticated inspections and verifications of your system.

Lab 2

Task 2
Troubleshooting with rpm
Estimated Time: 15 minutes

Install the Apache web server on your system:1)

# yum install -y httpd[R7]

. . . output omitted . . .[R7]

# zypper install -y apache2[S12]

. . . output omitted . . . [S12]

Print a summarized revision history and also detailed information about the last2)
few changes:

# rpm -q --changelog httpd | less[R7]

# rpm -q --changelog apache2 | less[S12]

. . . output omitted . . . 

Type q to quit less.

Examine the scripts that are triggered when the Apache package is installed or3)
removed:

# rpm -q --scripts httpd[R7]

Very simple script that adds a user account and adds
the new service into chkconfig on install—stop and
removes (from chkconfig) on uninstall.

. . . output omitted . . . [R7]

# rpm -q --scripts apache2[S12]

Complex script that, among other things tries to convert
old httpd configs to the new modular format.

. . . output omitted . . . [S12]
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Verify the integrity of the files provided by the Apache package using the RPM4)
verify capabilities:

Remember that if no output if given then it means that
the computed values for all files owned by the package
match the values stored in the RPM database.

# rpm -V httpd[R7]

# rpm -V apache2[S12]

It's possible that an intruder has modified the files owned by the package, and5)
then updated the RPM database to cover their tracks. A "safer" verification can be
done by comparing against a "known good" package. Download the Apache
package from the classroom server and place it in the root user's home directory.
(You can also copy the package from local media, CD-ROMs for example, if they
are available).

# mount server1:/export/netinstall/RHEL7/ /mnt/[R7]

# cp /mnt/Packages/httpd-<version>.rpm /root/[R7]

# mount server1:/export/netinstall/SLES12/ /mnt/[S12]

# cp /mnt/suse/x86_64/apache2-2<version>.rpm /root/[S12]

Now that you have a local copy of the main Apache web server package, verify6)
the installed package against the uninstalled package you downloaded from the
server.

# rpm --import /etc/pki/rpm-gpg/RPM-GPG-KEY-redhat-release[R7]

# rpm -Vp /root/httpd-2*.rpm[R7]

# rpm -Vp /root/apache2-2*.rpm[S12]

The question you must now ask is how can you trust that the package you are7)
verifying against has not been modified since it was created for inclusion with the
distribution? To solve this problem, most packages are digitally signed using the
private key of the vendor (packager). View the information for the Apache package
again and take note of the Signature information:

# rpm -qi httpd | grep "ˆSignature"[R7]

Signature   : RSA/8, Mon 16 Aug 2010 11:03:35 AM MDT, Key ID 199e2f91fd431d51[R7]

# rpm -qi apache2 | grep "ˆSignature"[S12]

Signature   : RSA/SHA256, Fri Sep 26 15:09:14 2014, Key ID 70af9e8138db7c82[S12]
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To allow verification of a package's digital signature, you must have the public key8)
corresponding to the shown Key ID imported into your RPM database. Use three
different query methods to view the public keys installed into the RPM database.

# rpm -qa 'gpg-pubkey*'
. . . output omitted . . .

All GPG public keys used by RPM are in the 'Public
Keys' RPM group.

# rpm -qg 'Public Keys'
. . . output omitted . . .
# rpm -qig 'Public Keys'
. . . output omitted . . . 
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Objectives
y Practice using common troubleshooting process related tools.

Requirements
b (1 station)

Relevance
Operating systems exist to run applications. Being able to view which
processes are running, what resources they are using, as well as what
operations they are performing is extremely helpful in gathering
information to diagnose problems.

Lab 2

Task 3
Process Related Tools
Estimated Time: 15 minutes

The following actions require administrative privileges. Switch to a root login1)
shell:

$ su -
Password: makeitso Õ

Ensure that the Apache web server is installed and started:2)
# yum install -y httpd[R7]

# systemctl start httpd[R7]

# zypper install -y apache2[S12]

# systemctl start apache2[S12]

Look at the processes launched by Apache. Take note of the hierarchy by looking3)
at the parent process IDs (ppid). Take note of the user that each process is
running as. Record the PID# of the main (root owned) Apache process and the
PID# of the first forked child Apache process:

# ps -eo comm,pid,ppid,user f | grep http
httpd            2061     1 root[R7]

 \_ httpd        2064  2061 apache[R7]

 \_ httpd        2065  2061 apache[R7]

-httpd2-prefork  26614     1 root[S12]

 \_ httpd2-pref 26615 26614 wwwrun[S12]

 \_ httpd2-pref 26616 26614 wwwrun[S12]

. . . snip . . .

Result:
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List all of the open files owned by the running Apache process:4)
Replace main_proc_PID with the actual process ID
recorded in the previous step.

# lsof -p main_proc_PID
. . . output omitted . . . 

Notice that Apache has many memory mapped files corresponding to the system
libraries and Apache modules that it loads. It also has a few file handles open to
standard files for writing events to logs.

List only the open files in /var/log/ that are owned by the main Apache process:5)

# lsof -ap main_proc_PID +D /var/log/
COMMAND  PID USER   FD   TYPE DEVICE SIZE/OFF NODE NAME[R7]

httpd   2061 root    2w   REG  253,4      531 8235 /var/log/httpd/error_log[R7]

httpd   2061 root    7w   REG  253,4        0 8236 /var/log/httpd/access_log[R7]

COMMAND     PID USER   FD   TYPE DEVICE SIZE  NODE NAME[S12]

httpd2-pr 26614 root    2w   REG    8,6      689 40322 /var/log/apache2/error_log[S12]

httpd2-pr 26614 root    7w   REG    8,6        0 40323 /var/log/apache2/access_log[S12]

An alternate way to see a listing of the standard file handles held by a process is6)
to look in the /proc/PID/fd directory for the process. List the file handles held for
standard files for the main Apache process:

# ls -l /proc/main_proc_PID/fd/
total 0
lr-x------ 1 root root 64 Mar 31 13:30 0 -> /dev/null
l-wx------ 1 root root 64 Mar 31 13:30 1 -> /dev/null
l-wx------ 1 root root 64 Mar 31 13:30 2 -> /var/log/httpd/error_log[R7]

l-wx------ 1 root root 64 Mar 31 13:30 2 -> /var/log/apache2/error_log[S12]

lrwx------ 1 root root 64 Mar 31 13:30 3 -> socket:[16366]
lrwx------ 1 root root 64 Mar 31 13:30 4 -> socket:[16367]
lr-x------ 1 root root 64 Mar 31 13:30 5 -> pipe:[16390]
l-wx------ 1 root root 64 Mar 31 13:30 6 -> pipe:[16390]
l-wx------ 1 root root 64 Mar 31 13:30 7 -> /var/log/httpd/access_log[R7]

lr-x------ 1 root root 64 Mar 31 13:30 8 -> /dev/urandom[R7]

l-wx------ 1 root root 64 Mar 31 13:30 7 -> /var/log/apache2/access_log[S12]
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Use the telnet program to connect to your running Apache process and verify7)
that it can serve content:

# yum install -y telnet[R7]

. . . output omitted . . .[R7]

# telnet localhost 80
Trying 127.0.0.1...
Connected to localhost.
Escape character is 'ˆ]'.
GET / HTTP/1.0Õ

Press Õ on a blank line.Õ
A default install of Apache will not have an index.html
file, resulting in 403 Forbidden.

HTTP/1.1 403 Forbidden
. . . snip . . .

Verify that the access is being logged:8)

# cd /var/log/httpd/[R7]

# cd /var/log/apache2/[S12]

# tail -n 1 access_log
::1 - - [10/Apr/2015:14:08:58 -0600] "GET / HTTP/1.0" 403 3985 "-" "-"

With the Apache process still running, remove the access_log file:9)

# mv access_log /tmp/

Again list the open files in /var/log that are owned by the main Apache process:10)

# lsof -ap main_proc_PID +D /var/log/
COMMAND  PID USER   FD   TYPE DEVICE SIZE/OFF NODE NAME
httpd   2061 root    2w   REG  253,4      749 8235 /var/log/httpd/error_log[R7]

httpd2-pr 26614 root    2w   REG    8,6   689 40322 /var/log/apache2/error_log[S12]

Notice that the file handle that previously pointed to the access_log is no longer
present.

Repeat the earlier procedure (Step 7 and Step 8) of connecting to the web server11)
with telnet, and then attempt to view the record of your connection in the
access log. Note that the log file still does not exist and that subsequently the
connection event was not logged.
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Send a HUP signal to the running web server process (causing it to re-read its12)
configuration file and re-open file handles to its logs):

# killall -HUP httpd[R7]

# killall -HUP httpd2-prefork[S12]

Verify that a new access_log file has been created:13)

# cd /var/log/httpd/; ls access_log[R7]

access_log[R7]

# cd /var/log/apache2/; ls access_log[S12]

access_log[S12]

Use the strace command to examine the systems calls made by a web server14)
child process when servicing a connection:

Use the pgrep command to list the PIDs for all of the
httpd processes, then have sed discard all but the third
line.

# strace -p $(pgrep httpd | sed -n '3p')
Process 15489 attached

Leave this strace process running while you complete the next steps.

Create an index file on the web server to retrieve:15)

# echo hello, world > /var/www/html/index.html[R7]

# echo hello, world > /srv/www/htdocs/index.html[S12]

Connect to your own web server, such as with a browser, by repeating the16)
process shown in Step 7, or by some other means, e.g. curl. The main web
server process directs connections to each of the child web server processes in a
round robin fashion, so if you do not see evidence of your connection then repeat
this process until you notice that the strace output shows evidence of your
connection:

$ pgrep httpd | wc -l
6
$ for i in $(seq 6)
> do curl http://localhost
> done
hello, world
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hello, world
hello, world
hello, world
hello, world
hello, world
hello, world

Terminate the strace command and analyze the collected data to better17)
understand how the web server process handles a connection. Specifically look
for the following things:

1. Process uses accept(2) system call to extract a request off the pending
queue and create a new connected socket. The return code is the
file-handle that points to the new socket.

2. The GET request to the server: how many bytes of data does the read(2)
call return?

3. Get the current date and time (gettimeofday(2)) so that it can be recorded
in the log message for this connection.

4. Use the stat(2) and lstat(2) calls to verify that directory and file
permissions allow access, and to locate the file that will be sent back. Can
you see how this search corresponds to the DirectoryIndex web server
configuration command?

5. Open the file for access (open(2)). Note the flag (O_RDONLY) that causes the
file to be opened read-only. Note the file-handle given as a return value.

6. The writev(2) call is used to transfer the data to the client, (also see
sendfile(2)). How many bytes of data were sent?

7. write(2) to a previously opened file-handle that points to the access_log
file.

8. close(2) this end of the socket for sending.
9. Wait a brief period of time to see if the client has more data to send on

this socket. How long will the web server process wait for data to arrive on
the socket? (Hint: check the poll(2) man page and look for the time-out
value)

10.Close the file-handle for the client connection.

1.  accept4(4, {sa_family=AF_INET6, sin6_port=htons(59806), inet_pton(AF_INET6, "::1", &sin6_addr),a[R7]

   sin6_flowinfo=0, sin6_scope_id=0}, [28], SOCK_CLOEXEC) = 9
    gettimeofday({1429116818, 858499}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    getsockname(9, {sa_family=AF_INET6, sin6_port=htons(80), inet_pton(AF_INET6, "::1", &sin6_addr),a[R7]

   sin6_flowinfo=0, sin6_scope_id=0}, [28]) = 0
    fcntl(9, F_GETFL)                       = 0x2 (flags O_RDWR)[R7]
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    fcntl(9, F_SETFL, O_RDWR|O_NONBLOCK)    = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 858642}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 858678}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 858696}, NULL) = 0[R7]

2.  read(9, "GET / HTTP/1.1\r\nUser-Agent: curl"..., 8000) = 73[R7]

3.  gettimeofday({1429116818, 858777}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 858801}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 858818}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 858836}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 858853}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 858904}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 858924}, NULL) = 0[R7]

4.  stat("/var/www/html/", {st_mode=S_IFDIR|0755, st_size=23, ...}) = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 859092}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    stat("/var/www/html/index.html", {st_mode=S_IFREG|0644, st_size=13, ...}) = 0[R7]

5.  open("/var/www/html/index.html", O_RDONLY|O_CLOEXEC) = 10[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 859278}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    read(9, 0x7f6e91526a28, 8000)           = -1 EAGAIN (Resource temporarily unavailable)[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 859327}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    mmap(NULL, 13, PROT_READ, MAP_SHARED, 10, 0) = 0x7f6e905ce000[R7]

6.  writev(9, [{"HTTP/1.1 200 OK\r\nDate: Wed, 15 A"..., 240}, {"hello, world\n", 13}], 2) = 253[R7]

    munmap(0x7f6e905ce000, 13)              = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 860510}, NULL) = 0[R7]

7.  write(7, "::1 - - [15/Apr/2015:10:53:38 -0"..., 79) = 79[R7]

    times({tms_utime=0, tms_stime=0, tms_cutime=0, tms_cstime=0}) = 507132999[R7]

    close(10)                               = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 860608}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 860634}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 860653}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    poll([{fd=9, events=POLLIN}], 1, 5000)  = 1 ([{fd=9, revents=POLLIN}])[R7]

    read(9, "", 8000)                       = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 860712}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 860728}, NULL) = 0[R7]

8.  shutdown(9, SHUT_WR)                    = 0[R7]

9.  poll([{fd=9, events=POLLIN}], 1, 2000)  = 1 ([{fd=9, revents=POLLIN|POLLHUP}])[R7]

    read(9, "", 512)                        = 0[R7]

10. close(9)                                = 0[R7]

    read(5, 0x7fff43f2956f, 1)              = -1 EAGAIN (Resource temporarily unavailable)[R7]

    gettimeofday({1429116818, 860890}, NULL) = 0[R7]

    accept4(4, Ó¿cˆCProcess 9996 detached[R7]

     <detached ...>[R7]
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1.  accept4(4, {sa_family=AF_INET6, sin6_port=htons(47739), inet_pton(AF_INET6, "::1", &sin6_addr),a[S12]

   sin6_flowinfo=0, sin6_scope_id=0}, [28], SOCK_CLOEXEC) = 9
    getsockname(9, {sa_family=AF_INET6, sin6_port=htons(80), inet_pton(AF_INET6, "::1", &sin6_addr),a[S12]

   sin6_flowinfo=0, sin6_scope_id=0}, [28]) = 0
    fcntl(9, F_GETFL)                       = 0x2 (flags O_RDWR)[S12]

    fcntl(9, F_SETFL, O_RDWR|O_NONBLOCK)    = 0[S12]

    mmap(NULL, 8192, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE, MAP_PRIVATE|MAP_ANONYMOUS, -1, 0) = 0x7fc0c0b53000[S12]

    gettimeofday({1429115483, 956390}, NULL) = 0[S12]

    mmap(NULL, 8192, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE, MAP_PRIVATE|MAP_ANONYMOUS, -1, 0) = 0x7fc0c0b51000[S12]

2.  read(9, "GET / HTTP/1.1\r\nUser-Agent: curl"..., 8000) = 73[S12]

3.  gettimeofday({1429115483, 956466}, NULL) = 0[S12]

    gettimeofday({1429115483, 956497}, NULL) = 0[S12]

    gettimeofday({1429115483, 956521}, NULL) = 0[S12]

    gettimeofday({1429115483, 956543}, NULL) = 0[S12]

    gettimeofday({1429115483, 956556}, NULL) = 0[S12]

4.  stat("/srv/www/htdocs/", {st_mode=S_IFDIR|0755, st_size=56, ...}) = 0[S12]

    lstat("/srv", {st_mode=S_IFDIR|0755, st_size=28, ...}) = 0[S12]

    lstat("/srv/www", {st_mode=S_IFDIR|0755, st_size=35, ...}) = 0[S12]

    lstat("/srv/www/htdocs", {st_mode=S_IFDIR|0755, st_size=56, ...}) = 0[S12]

    mmap(NULL, 8192, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE, MAP_PRIVATE|MAP_ANONYMOUS, -1, 0) = 0x7fc0c0b4f000[S12]

    stat("/srv/www/htdocs/index.html", {st_mode=S_IFREG|0644, st_size=13, ...}) = 0[S12]

    lstat("/srv/www/htdocs/index.html", {st_mode=S_IFREG|0644, st_size=13, ...}) = 0[S12]

5.  open("/srv/www/htdocs/index.html", O_RDONLY|O_CLOEXEC) = 10[S12]

    mmap(NULL, 8192, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE, MAP_PRIVATE|MAP_ANONYMOUS, -1, 0) = 0x7fc0c0b4d000[S12]

    mmap(NULL, 8192, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE, MAP_PRIVATE|MAP_ANONYMOUS, -1, 0) = 0x7fc0c0b4b000[S12]

    mmap(NULL, 8192, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE, MAP_PRIVATE|MAP_ANONYMOUS, -1, 0) = 0x7fc0c0b49000[S12]

    gettimeofday({1429115483, 956980}, NULL) = 0[S12]

    read(9, 0x7fc0c0b51048, 8000)           = -1 EAGAIN (Resource temporarily unavailable)[S12]

    mmap(NULL, 13, PROT_READ, MAP_SHARED, 10, 0) = 0x7fc0c0b48000[S12]

6.  writev(9, [{"HTTP/1.1 200 OK\r\nDate: Wed, 15 A"..., 230}, {"hello, world\n", 13}], 2) = 243[S12]

    munmap(0x7fc0c0b48000, 13)              = 0[S12]

7.  write(7, "::1 - - [15/Apr/2015:10:31:23 -0"..., 79) = 79[S12]

    close(10)                               = 0[S12]

    poll([{fd=9, events=POLLIN}], 1, 15000) = 1 ([{fd=9, revents=POLLIN}])[S12]

    read(9, "", 8000)                       = 0[S12]

    gettimeofday({1429115483, 957991}, NULL) = 0[S12]

8.  shutdown(9, SHUT_WR)                    = 0[S12]

9.  poll([{fd=9, events=POLLIN}], 1, 2000)  = 1 ([{fd=9, revents=POLLIN|POLLHUP}])[S12]

    read(9, "", 512)                        = 0[S12]

10. close(9)                                = 0[S12]
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    read(5, 0x7fffc5683c57, 1)              = -1 EAGAIN (Resource temporarily unavailable)[S12]

    accept4(4, Ó¿cˆCProcess 21383 detached[S12]

     <detached ...>[S12]
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Objectives
y Practice using common network related tools.

Requirements
b (1 station)

Relevance
Using a variety of networking tools to discover which process and services
are running and listening for connections on a system is important. Being
able to identify those processes is important for enhancing system security
as well as gathering troubleshooting information.

Lab 2

Task 4
Network Tools
Estimated Time: 25 minutes

Install RPM packages required for this lab task:1)

# su -
# yum install -y nmap{,-ncat} wireshark[R7]

# zypper install -y netcat-openbsd nmap wireshark libcap-progs[S12]

. . . output omitted . . . 

[S12] This step should only be performed on SLES12.2)
Configure dumpcap to support non-root capture:

# groupadd wireshark
# chgrp wireshark /usr/bin/dumpcap
# chmod 750 /usr/bin/dumpcap
# setcap cap_net_raw,cap_net_admin=eip /usr/bin/dumpcap

Add the guru user to the wireshark group:3)

# usermod -a -G wireshark guru

Leave the following command running in a terminal so that you can monitor the4)
changes made to the network configuration in the subsequent commands:

[terminal 1]# ip monitor
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In another terminal create a virtual interface (using the legacy ifconfig command)5)
with a new IP address:

Replace X with your station number.[terminal 2]# ifconfig eth0:1 172.16.0.X netmask 255.255.255.0 up
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Examine the output in the first terminal ([1]) to see what low level operations were6)
involved in creating the new virtual interface. You should see something like the
following:

2: eth0    inet 172.16.0.X/16 brd 172.16.255.255 scope global eth0:1
local 172.16.0.X dev eth0  table local  proto kernel  scope host  src 172.16.0.X
broadcast 172.16.255.255 dev eth0  table local  proto kernel  scope link  src 172.16.0.X
172.16.0.0/16 dev eth0  proto kernel  scope link  src 172.16.0.X
broadcast 172.16.0.0 dev eth0  table local  proto kernel  scope link  src 172.16.0.X
Deleted 2: eth0    inet 172.16.0.X/16 brd 172.16.255.255 scope global eth0:1
Deleted 172.16.0.0/16 dev eth0  proto kernel  scope link  src 172.16.0.X
Deleted broadcast 172.16.255.255 dev eth0  table local  proto kernel  scope link  src 172.16.0.X
Deleted broadcast 172.16.0.0 dev eth0  table local  proto kernel  scope link  src 172.16.0.X
Deleted local 172.16.0.X dev eth0  table local  proto kernel  scope host  src 172.16.0.X
2: eth0    inet 172.16.0.X/24 brd 172.16.0.255 scope global eth0:1
local 172.16.0.X dev eth0  table local  proto kernel  scope host  src 172.16.0.X
broadcast 172.16.0.255 dev eth0  table local  proto kernel  scope link  src 172.16.0.X
172.16.0.0/24 dev eth0  proto kernel  scope link  src 172.16.0.X
broadcast 172.16.0.0 dev eth0  table local  proto kernel  scope link  src 172.16.0.X

Verify that the new interface shows up in the output from ifconfig and that you7)
can ping the new address:

[terminal 2]# ifconfig
. . . output omitted . . .
[terminal 2]# ping -c 1 172.16.0.X
. . . output omitted . . . 

Add an additional (secondary) address to your eth0 interface using broadcast8)
172.16.0.255 dev eth0 table local proto kernel scope link src 172.16.0.X the newer
ip command:

[terminal 2]# ip addr add 172.17.0.X label eth0:2 dev eth0
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Examine the still running ip monitor command in terminal 1 where the changes9)
have been logged. You should see something like the following:

4: eth0 inet 172.17.0.X/32 scope global eth0:2
local 172.17.0.X dev eth0 table local proto kernel scope host src 172.17.0.X

You can now terminate the monitoring command by pressing Ó¿c in the
[terminal 1] window.

Verify that the new address is listed and that you can ping it:10)

# ip addr show eth0
2: eth0: <BROADCAST,MULTICAST,UP,LOWER_UP> mtu 1500 qdisc pfifo_fast state UP qlen 1000
    link/ether 00:1b:21:24:fa:6e brd ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff
    inet 10.100.0.X/24 brd 10.100.0.255 scope global eth0
    inet 172.16.0.X/24 brd 172.16.0.255 scope global eth0:1
    inet 172.17.0.X/32 scope global eth0:2
    inet6 fe80::21b:21ff:fe24:fa6e/64 scope link
       valid_lft forever preferred_lft forever
# ping -c 1 172.17.0.X
PING 172.17.0.X (172.17.0.X) 56(84) bytes of data.
64 bytes from 172.17.0.X: icmp_seq=0 ttl=0 time=0.041 ms
. . . snip . . .

Verify that the new secondary address is shown in the output of the deprecated11)
ifconfig command:

# ifconfig eth0
. . . output omitted . . . 

If label eth0:2 had not be used with the ip command, ifconfig would not see
the address.
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Use NetCat to start a process listening on port 50001 on the new virtual and12)
secondary addresses:

Listening on just the virtual IP :50001# yes virtual | nc -l 172.16.0.X 50001 &
. . . output omitted . . .

Listening on just the secondary IP :50001# yes secondary | nc -l 172.17.0.X 50001 &
. . . output omitted . . .

Listening on all IPs udp 50001# yes normal | nc -lu 50001 &
. . . output omitted . . . 

Use the ss command to show the listening processes:13)

# ss -tupa | grep nc
. . . output omitted . . . 

Use the lsof command to list the network connections in a variety of ways:14)

List all Internet sockets on port 50001.# lsof -i:50001
COMMAND  PID USER   FD   TYPE DEVICE SIZE/OFF NODE NAME
nc      2388 root    3u  IPv4  18723      0t0  TCP 172.16.0.9:50001 (LISTEN)
nc      2391 root    3u  IPv4  18729      0t0  TCP 172.17.0.9:50001 (LISTEN)
nc      2394 root    3u  IPv4  18735      0t0  UDP *:50001

List just UDP port 50001 sockets.# lsof -iudp:50001
COMMAND  PID USER   FD   TYPE DEVICE SIZE/OFF NODE NAME
nc      2394 root    3u  IPv4  18735      0t0  UDP *:50001

List all sockets on the given address.# lsof -i@172.16.0.X
COMMAND  PID USER   FD   TYPE DEVICE SIZE/OFF NODE NAME
ntpd    1633  ntp   23u  IPv4  18450      0t0  UDP 172.16.0.9:ntp
nc      2388 root    3u  IPv4  18723      0t0  TCP 172.16.0.9:50001 (LISTEN)

Internet sockets that also match Netcat's command
name.

# lsof -a -i -c /nc/
COMMAND  PID USER   FD   TYPE DEVICE SIZE/OFF NODE NAME
nc      2388 root    3u  IPv4  18723      0t0  TCP 172.16.0.9:50001 (LISTEN)
nc      2391 root    3u  IPv4  18729      0t0  TCP 172.17.0.9:50001 (LISTEN)
nc      2394 root    3u  IPv4  18735      0t0  UDP *:50001
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Use nmap to discover what services are listening on your machine:15)
-sS = SYN scan (half connect) -sU = UDP scan -O =
Activate remote host identification -p = Limit scan to
given port range.

# nmap -sSU -p 1-1024 -O localhost

Starting Nmap 6.46 ( http://nmap.org ) at 2015-04-10 14:15 MDT
Nmap scan report for localhost (127.0.0.1)
Host is up (0.000044s latency).

Other ports for other services may show, depending on
configuration and distribution.

Not shown: 2042 closed ports
PORT    STATE         SERVICE
22/tcp  open          ssh
25/tcp  open          smtp
80/tcp  open          http
111/tcp open          rpcbind
111/udp open          rpcbind
123/udp open          ntp
No exact OS matches for host (If you know what OS is running on it, see http://nmap.org/submit/ ).
TCP/IP fingerprint:
OS:SCAN(V=6.46%E=4%D=4/10%OT=22%CT=1%CU=1%PV=N%DS=0%DC=L%G=Y%TM=55283034%P=
OS:x86_64-suse-linux-gnu)SEQ(SP=101%GCD=1%ISR=10F%TI=Z%CI=Z%TS=8)OPS(O1=MFF
OS:D7ST11NW7%O2=MFFD7ST11NW7%O3=MFFD7NNT11NW7%O4-MFFD7ST11NW7%O5=MFFD7ST11N
OS:W7%O6=MFFD7ST11)WIN(W1=AAAA%W2=AAAA%W3=AAAA%W4=AAAA%W5=AAAA%W6=AAAA)ECN(
OS:R=Y%DF=Y%T=40%W=AAAA%O=MFFD7NNSNW7%CC=Y%Q=)T1(R=Y%DF=Y%T=40%S=O%A=S+%F=A
OS:S%RD=0%Q=)T2(R=N)T3(R=N)T4(R=Y%DF=Y%T=40%W=0%S=A%A=Z%F=R%O=%RD=0%Q=)T5(R
OS:=Y%DF=Y%T=40%W=0%S=Z%A=S+%F=AR%O=%RD=0%Q=)T6(R=Y%DF=Y%T=40%W=0%S=A%A=Z%F
OS:=R%O=%RD=0%Q=)T7(R=Y%DF=Y%T=40%W=0%S=Z%A=S+%F=AR%O=%RD=0%Q=)U1(R=Y%DF=N%
OS:T=40%IPL=164%UN=0%RIPL=G%RID=G%RIPCK=G%RUCK=G%RUD=G)IE(R=Y%DFI=N%T=40%CD
OS:=S)

Network Distance: 0 hops

OS detection performed. Please report any incorrect results at http://nmap.org/submit/ .
Nmap done: 1 IP address (1 host up) scanned in 207.00 seconds

Start a packet capture process running in a terminal window:16)
Must create new guru session for group change to take
effect

[terminal 2]# su - guru
[terminal 2]# tshark -ni lo port 50001
Capturing on 'Loopback'

Leave this capture process running.
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In another terminal window, see if nmap shows one of your still listening Netcat17)
processes on port 50001:

# nmap -sS -p 50001 172.16.0.X
. . . snip . . .
Nmap scan report for 172.16.0.X
Host is up (0.00012s latency).
PORT      STATE SERVICE
50001/tcp open  unknown
. . . snip . . .

Look at the output obtained by the still running packet capture process. The18)
output should be similar to the following:

  0.000000   172.16.0.X -> 172.16.0.X   TCP 62016 > 50001 [SYN] Seq=0 Win=1024 Len=0 MSS=1460
  0.000055   172.16.0.X -> 172.16.0.X   TCP 50001 > 62016 [SYN, ACK] Seq=0 Ack=1 Win=32792 Len=0 MSS=16396
  0.000072   172.16.0.X -> 172.16.0.X   TCP 62016 > 50001 [RST] Seq=1 Win=0 Len=0

Leave this capture process running.

Scan again with a full connect scan:19)

# nmap -sT -p 50001 172.16.0.X
. . . snip . . .

The service still shows that it is open (e.g. listening).50001/tcp open  unknown

Nmap done: 1 IP address (1 host up) scanned in 0.08 seconds

Look at the output obtained by the still running packet capture process. This time20)
you should see output similar to the following:

174.045522   172.16.0.X -> 172.16.0.X   TCP 57692 > 50001 [SYN] Seq=0 Win=32792 Len=0 MSS=16396 TSval=2770032 TSecr=0 WS=6
174.045561   172.16.0.X -> 172.16.0.X   TCP 50001 > 57692 [SYN, ACK] Seq=0 Ack=1 Win=32768 Len=0 MSS=16396a
   TSval=2770032 TSecr=2770032 WS=6
174.045588   172.16.0.X -> 172.16.0.X   TCP 57692 > 50001 [ACK] Seq=1 Ack=1 Win=32832 Len=0 TSval=2770032 TSecr=2770032
174.045691   172.16.0.X -> 172.16.0.X   TCP 57692 > 50001 [RST, ACK] Seq=1 Ack=1 Win=32832 Len=0a
   TSval=2770032 TSecr=2770032
174.045709   172.16.0.X -> 172.16.0.X   TCP 50001 > 57692 [PSH, ACK] Seq=1 Ack=1 Win=32768 Len=2048a
   TSval=2770032 TSecr=2770032
174.045727   172.16.0.X -> 172.16.0.X   TCP 57692 > 50001 [RST] Seq=1 Win=0 Len=0
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This time the scan completes the TCP handshake and the Netcat process starts
sending data. After a few packets have been received, the nmap process sends a
RESET and terminates the connection.

Repeat the exact scan one last time:21)

# nmap -sT -p 50001 172.16.0.X
. . . snip . . .

This time the scan shows no service listening on the
port. This is because the Netcat process terminated
after servicing the last connection.

50001/tcp closed unknown

Nmap done: 1 IP address (1 host up) scanned in 0.08 seconds

Look at the output obtained by the still running packet capture process. This final22)
time you should see output similar to the following:

331.921325   172.16.0.X -> 172.16.0.X   TCP 57693 > 50001 [SYN] Seq=0 Win=32792 Len=0 MSS=16396 TSval=2927908 TSecr=0 WS=6
331.921347   172.16.0.X -> 172.16.0.X   TCP 50001 > 57693 [RST, ACK] Seq=1 Ack=1 Win=0 Len=0

Terminate the command by pressing Ó¿cin the terminal window.

Connect to one of the still running Netcat listening processes:23)

# nc 172.17.0.X 50001
All data sent by the other process is displayed to
STDOUT.

secondary
secondary
secondary
. . . snip . . .
Ó¿c

Connect to the final Netcat process still listening on UDP 50001:24)

# nc -u 10.100.0.X 50001
Since the UDP protocol is stateless, the remote end
does not know that we have connected until some data
is sent—a blank line will suffice.

Õ
normal
normal
normal
. . . snip . . .
Ó¿c
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Administrative privileges are no longer required; exit the root shell to return to an25)
unprivileged account:

# exit
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